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Standard Industrial Classification 
Codes 
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Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery 
Energy and Water Industries 
Extraction of Minerals and Ores, Manufacture of Metals, 
Mineral Products and Chemicals 
Engineering and Vehicle Industries 
Other Manufacturing Industries 
Construction 
Distribution, Hotels, Catering, and Repairs 
Transport and Communication 
Banking, Finance, Insurance, Business Services and 
Leasing 
Other Services 
Public Sector Codes 
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UK Code Families 'Community' 
UK Code Families 'Employees' 
UK Code Families 'Environment' 
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PPENDIX2 








Good C0111Q1Ue Ciliza 
SoNI~bility 
Jobl illlbe Commuaity 
Promolc UrblllllcDcwal 













eo.m-ity RciMioas Conniaee 
Help for Sc:bool Dnlpou&1 
NVQ's 
Help for Sc:bools 
Commllllity Evau 
Localllld Natioaal Charities 
Spollsoriua Art. Education, 
Rclipoa 
Spon-Spoosoriaa 
Food for the Needy 
Help for Homelcsa Projects 
Help for Eldaly Projects 
Members ofSla1f involved in 
Charities 
Hclpilla Local Business 
-
,PPENDIX 2 continued 
K Code Families 
mployees 
Employees 
----------------~----~ ~ UK ...._~-=-----~ 
Legal Recognition General 
Requirements of Involvement Reference 
I I I 
I Waacs llld Salaries 1..oyllty 
Heallh .t Safety at Wodt Conai-
Equl {)ppor11111ilics "-1Dnclopn•t 
Employmenl Disabled People s- clcpcacb 011 Quality, 
Conmilmall, Paforti'IIIICC 
Ways ofWoddua, Skills 
SkiUT...Ccr 
KcyRaourcc 
EdiDiion llld Quali(JCalioa 
Safety llfEn..,loymcnt 
Oedicalion 

















Employee Share Scbcmcs 
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, German Code Families 'Community' 
German Code Families 'Employees' 
German Code Families 'Environment' 


















































PPENDIX 3 I I 
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Legal Recognition General Specific 






Care for Cullllral Herilap 
I 
An. Educalioa. Rcliaioa, Sport 
Social Activilies 
I 
T.......-y o(Compuly AcUoas 
Sciallific Raardl into CaiiiCS o( 
Employment Mut&t Grecalloule Elfa:t (Global Global Problems 
CompctiliVCDCU o(Rqioa 
Securina Gcm~~~~y u a 
Community) Ani. Tbalrc, Music-Sponsoring 
Sport-Sponsorina I 
Localioa for Produc;lioa Culllll'll Spoasoriua I 
Social Raponsibility Cullllre-Days I 
Cullllral Plunlism 
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Legal Recognition General 
Requirements of Involvement Reference 
I I 
l'roleclioD or EmploymcDt Trust 
Job IDII Funily ~IStniCJY 
ra-t AdjllllmCDII Securina Fu~~n ~~ 
Safety llworlt (c- Dcvelopmcat) 
Socio-Political Eapaancnt Coq~U~y CultiiR 
Gratitude to Slatr Creativity and Ideas 
Staft'Wd&re Hiah DeJree or ldelltific:ation 
·we· Feetina Prcpantion for Globalisatioa 
lotcnlal Dialoa Personnel Development 
Social Care Education IDII Qualification 
Social Duty Penoanel PotcDtial 














Aan:ement or Objec:tivcs 
Appraisal Interviews 
Training 
Flexible Wortrina Hours 
Workina Time Models 










Political Education Trips 
Employee SitaR ~hcmes 
Requirements 
---
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Prolectioa of EavironmcD1 







Environmental Awareness in 
Socicly 
Convention on Oimate 
Company Policy 
Consumer Demands 













Lowcrina Emmissions (ICCh) 
Material Cycles 
Holislic: Concept 
Sale Secondary Raw Materials 





Ecologically Oriented Company 
Policies 
EnviroMlCRI CoWICil (In-House) 
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~corded Variable German Top 100 UK Top 100 
ofit X(DM} X(£) 
ofit in Pound Sterling X -
pmpany Name X X 
psition Times 1 000 X X 
dustry Code Times X X 
CCode X X 
mover X(DM} X(£) 
mover in Pound Sterling X -
le Chairman X X 
:orne Chairman without share - (no report required) X(£) 
:orne CEO without share -(no report required) X(£) 
>st of Staff (Total) X (OM)_ X(£) 
>st of Staff in Pound St X(£) -
pitaI 
leCEO X X 
.pitaI 
mber of Employees X X 
verage) 
mber of instances with X X 
erence to code family 
mmunity in chairman's 
tement 
mber of instances with X X 
erence to code family 
~ployees in chairman's 
tement 
mber of instances with X X 
erence to code family 
vironment in chairman's 
tement 
erence to code family profit in 
airman's statement 
~renee to code family structure) 
mber of instances with X X 
mber of instances with -(different reporting X 
Q:nmunity in CEO's statement 
I~ mber of instances with -(different reporting X 
~ ~renee to code family structure) 
11 lQioyees in CEO's statement 
!t mber of instances with -(different reporting X 
~ ~renee to code family structure) 
0ronment in CEO's statement 
PENDIX 4 continued 
corded Variables continued 
~rded Variable 
'"ber of instances with 
~renee to code family profit in 
O's statement 
mber of instances with 
~renee to code family 
nmunity in separate chapters 
rnber of instances with 
~renee to code family 
lployees in separate chapters 
mber of instances with 
~renee to code family 
ironment in separate 
1pters 
mber of Males on Board of 
~ctors 
mber of Females on Board of 
~ctors 
mber of Members of BOD 
1 Title 'Sir' 
rnber of Members of BOD 
~ Title 'Rt. Hon' 
nber of Members of BOD 
Title 'Lord' 
lnber of Members of BOD 
Title 'Academic' (PhD or 
fl 
























· ~ PENDIX 4 continued 
~ rstructed Variables 
' ~ rstructed Variable 
centage Female/Male on BOD 
centage Members of BOD with Title in 
aiBOD 
:al Number of Members of BOD 
~I Number of Members of BOD with Title 
rn of Instances with Code Family 
mmunity' in whole report 
mof Instances with Code Family 
nployees' in whole report 
mof Instances with Code Family 
vironment' in whole report 
mof Instances with Code Family 'Profit' in 
pie report 
~rage Cost of Staff (Cost of Staff/Number 
~mployees) 
erage Cost of Staff in Pound Sterling 






























- , -~ 
PENDIX 5 
~criptives 
~orded Variable Mean Std Dev Min Max N 
npany Name - - - - 100 
ition Times 1 000 UK 48.3 UK 26.6 UK6 UK97 100 
GE 40.4 GE 28.9 GE2 GE98 100 
ustry Code Times UK 10.2 UK 7.34 UK 1 UK29 100 
GE 15.9 GE 10.2 GE 1 UK30 100 
Code UK6.0 UK2.4 UK 1 UK9 100 
GE4.7 GE2.5 GE1 GE9 100 
fit (mio) UK 557 UK 630.5 UK -230 UK 2,662 100 
fit in Pound Ster1ing GE 89.5 GE 131.7 GE -65 GE496 100 
)) 
~over (mio) UK UK UK46 UK 27,845 100 
4,822.4 5,535.4 
nover in Pound GE 10,238 GE 11,325 GE488 GE 40,046 100 
~ing (mio) 
~Chairman - - - - 100 
me Chairman UK341.5 UK247.5 UK? UK 1036 94 
out share capital 
0) 
CEO - - - - 100 
me CEO without UK 413.6 UK 205.8 UKO UK 931 94 
e capital (,000) 
t of Staff (Total) UK 844.5 UK 1,098 UKO UK 4,430 92 
U_ 
of Staff in Pound GE 2,213 GE 3,122 GE23 GE 15,287 91 
}'lio) 
1ber of Employees UK 38,774 UK 37,914 UK6 UK 99 
r ~rage) GE 60,809 GE 90,363 GE 1,910 137,500 100 
GE 
373,000 
1ber of instances UK 1.3 UK2.4 UKO UK12 100 . 
reference to code GE 0.4 GE 1.1 GEO GE6 100 
ly community in 
rman and CEO 
3ment 
~ber of instances UK4.0 UK5.6 UKO UK25 100 
reference to code GE4.6 GE6.9 GEO GE34 100 
ly employees in 
rman and CEO 
~ment 
ber of instances UK0.8 UK2.0 UKO UK9 100 
reference to code GE 2.1 GE 3.9 GEO GE17 100 
y environment in 
man and CEO 
ment 
ber of instances UK 11.0 UK6.7 UKO UK28 100 
reference to code GE 5.2 GE4.3 GEO GE17 100 
Y profit in chairman 
~EO statement 
~ENDIX 5 continued 
" ~ criptives 
orded Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max N 
nber of instances UK 7.1 UK9.3 UKO UK43 100 
ily community in 
~rate chapters 
ily employees in 
arate chapters 
ily environment in 
~rate chapters 
demic' (PhD or 
reference to code GE2.8 GE7.8 GEO GE39 100 
hber of instances UK4.8 UK6.9 UKO UK 31 100 
reference to code GE 31.1 GE 18.3 GEO GE68 100 
nber of instances UK6.7 UK8.0 UKO UK33 100 
reference to code GE 20.8 GE 21.2 GEO GE68 100 
nber of Males on UK 11.5 UK3.8 UK 1 UK21 100 
rd of Directors GE8.5 GE3.7 GE 3 GE17 100 
nber of Females on UK 0.71 UK 0.83 UKO UK3 100 
rd of Directors GE 0.00 GE 0.00 GE 0 GEO 100 
nber of Members of UK 1.5 UK 1.8 UKO UK8 100 
) with Title 'Sir' GEO GEO GEO GEO 100 
nber of Members of UK0.4 UK 1.0 UKO UK5 100 
Dwith Title 'Rt. Hon' GE 0.06 GE0.4 GE 0 GE2 100 
1ber of Members of UK0.5 UK0.8 UKO UK3 100 
) with Title 'Lord' GE 0.14 GE0.43 GE 0 GE2 100 
1ber of Members of UK0.6 UK0.8 UKO UK3 100 
) with Title GE 4.1 GE2.6 GEO GE 11 100 
.) 
u 
PENDIX 5 continued 
scriptives 
nstructed Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max N 
centage UK5.2 UK6.0 UKO UK20 100 
0 
e 
mmunity' in whole 
crt 
~ployees' in whole 
crt 
vironment' in whole 
crt 
male/Male on BOD GEO.O GEO.O GEO.O GEO 100 
rcentage Members of UK 22.6 UK 15.3 UKO UK 50 100 
0 with Title in Total GE 55.1 GE 27.6 GEO GE 100 100 
al Number of UK 12.3 UK4.4 UK 1 UK23 100 
mbers of BOD GE8.5 GE3.7 GE3 GE17 100 
al Number of UK3.0 UK2.6 UKO UK10 100 
mbers of BOD with GE4.3 GE2.5 GEO GE12 100 
m of Instances with UK8.4 UK10 UKO UK49 100 
de Family GE 3.2 GE 7.8 GEO GE 39 100 
m of Instances with UK8.9 UK9.8 UKO UK47 100 
de Family GE 35.7 GE 18.0 GEO GE 74 100 
m of Instances with UK7.5 UK9.0 UKO UK41 100 
de Family GE 23.0 GE 22.0 GEO GE 77 100 
~rage Cost of Staff UK 23.2 UK 10.9 UKO UK42.2 100 
pst of Staff/Number GE 42.7 GE 31.2 GE3 GE 206.1 100 
~mployees) 
fitability UK 18.0 UK 14.7 ·UK -6.0 UK 50.0 100 
ofiUTu mover) GE2.7 GE9.8 GE -1.4 GE 58.7 100 
Appendix 6 
Regression and Correlation Analysis 
-
~PENDIX 6 
~ression and Correlation Analysis 
er an initial exploratory analysis correlating all variables against all other variables using either 
arson {for continous variables) or Spearman {for discrete variables or mix of continous and disc rete 
iables), those variable with a certain degree of correlation were identified (cutoff value for 
relation 0.2) and more closely examined. The table below shows the forms and types of analyses 
~d on the variables identified: 
r the purpose of this report only those variables where identified which related to either the 
~ironment, the community, or the employees) 
riables Sum of 
'Environment' 
m of 'Environment' -
m of 'Community' X 
m of 'Employees' X 
Class X 
mber of Titles on X 
D 
~ition Times Top X 
~0 {Capital Empl.) 
fitability X 






























PENDIX 6 continued 
ression and Correlation continued 
ults German sample (N=1 00), Listwise deletion of missing data, rounded to two deci mal places 
·ables Sum of 
endent 'Environment' 
apendent 
n of 'Environment' -
nof 'Community' -
!1 of 'Employees' -
Class R = 0.60 
R2 = 0.36 
Signif F = 0.00 
c =- 0.67 
Sig. = 0.0 
nber of Titles on R = 0.19 
p R2 = 0.04 
Signif F = 0.30 
c =- 0.28 
Sig = 0.10 
ition Times Top R = 0.00 
0 (Capital Empl.) R2 = 0.00 
Signif F = 0.99 
c =- 0.28 
Sig = 0.10 
1tability R = 0.06 
R2 = 0.00 
Signif F = 0.71 
c =- 0.08 
Sig = 0.63 
rage Cost of Staff R = 0.09 
R2 = 0.00 
Signif F = 0.60 
c =- 0.02 
Sig = 0.88 
Sum of 
'Community' 
R = 0.00 
R2 = 0.00 
Signif F = 0.97 
c = 0.04 
Sig = 0.82 
-
-
R = 0.05 
R2 = 0.00 
Signif F = 0. 76 
c =- 0.16 
Sig. = 0.36 
R = 0.18 
R2 = 0.03 
Signif F = 0.30 
c =- 0.26 
Sig.=0.13 
R = 0.11 
R2 = 0.01 
Signif F = 0.52 
c = 0.02 
Sig = 0.86 
R = 0.06 
R2 = 0.00 
Signif F = 0.72 
c = 0.22 
Sig = 0.21 
R = 0.06 
R2 = 0.00 
Signif F = 0.71 
c = 0.24 
Sig = 0.17 
Sum of 
'Employees' 
R = 0.18 
R2 = 0.03 
Signif F = 0.30 
c = 0.24 
Sig = 0.16 
R =0.21 
R2 = 0.04 
Signif F = 0.24 
c = 0.19 
Sig = 0.28 
-
R = 0.27 
R2 = 0.07 
Signif F = 0.12 
c =- 0.24 
Sig. = 0.16 
R = 0.17 
R2 = 0.02 
Signif F = 0.33 
c = 0.19 
Sig = 0.28 
R = 0.24 
R2 = 0.06 
Signif F = 0.16 
c =- 0.22 
Sig = 0.20 
R = 0.06 
R2 = 0.00 
Signif F = 0.72 
c =- 0.05 
Sig = 0.77 
R = 0.12 
R2 = 0.01 
Signif F = 0.48 
c =- 0.04 











'ENDIX 6 continued 
ression and Correlation 




n of 'Environment' 
n of 'Community' 
n of 'Employees' 
Class 
nber of Titles on 
) 
~ ition Times Top 
~ 0 (Capital Em pl.) 
~ 1tability 






R = 0.40 
R2 = 0.16 
Signif F = 0.01 
c =- 0.31 
Sig. = 0.07 
R = 0.07 
R2 = 0.00 
Signif F = 0.69 
c =- 0.03 
S!g_ = 0.88 
R = 0.25 
R2 = 0.06 
Signif F = 0.14 
c =- 0.16 
Sig = 0.36 
R = 0.26 
R2 = 0.07 
Signif F = 0.13 
c =- 0.24 
Sig = 0.16 
R = 0.26 
R2 = 0.07 
Signif F = 0.15 
c = 0.12 
Sig = 0.49 
Sum of 
'Community' 
R = 0.43 
R2 = 0.19 
Signif F = 0.00 
c = 0.54 
Sig = 0.00 
-
-
R = 0.21 
R2 = 0.04 
Signif F = 0.22 
c =- 0.30 
Sig. = 0.07 
R = 0.25 
R2 = 0.06 
Signif F = 0.15 
c = 0.33 
Sig. = 0.05 
R = 0.27 
R2 = 0.07 
Signif F = 0.11 
c =- 0.22 
Sig = 0.20 
R = 0.16 
R2 = 0.03 
SignifF = 0.36 
c =- 0.30 
Sig = 0.07 
R = 0.16 
R2 = 0.03 
SignifF = 0.36 
c = -0.13 
Sig = 0.48 
Sum of Correlation 
'Employees' 
R = 0.32 Spearman 
R2 = 0.10 
Signif F = 0.06 
c = 0.30 
Sig = 0.07 
R = 0.42 Spearman 
R2 = 0.18 
Signif F = 0.01 
c = 0.44 
Sig = 0.01 
- Spearman 
R = 0.19 Spearman 
R2 = 0.03 
Signif F = 0.28 
c =- 0.35 
Sig. = 0.04 
R = 0.17 Spearman 
R2 = 0.02 
Signif F = 0.33 
c = 0.05 
Sig = 0.75 
R = 0.20 Spearman 
R2 = 0.04 
Signif F = 0.24 
c =- 0.23 
Sig = 0.19 
R = 0.26 Spearman 
R2 = 0.07 
Signif F = 0.13 
c = 0.12 
Sig = 0.50 
R = 0.06 Spearman 
R2 = 0.00 
Signif F = 0.75 
c =- 0.007 
Sig = 0.97 
Appendix 7 
Total Explanatory Power of the Model 
.. 
-PENDIX 7 
~I Explanatory Power of the Model 
Random Sample of 100 Top 100 Companies 
Independent SIC Class+ SIC Class+ SIC Class+ SIC Class+ 
endent Position Position+ Position+ Position+ 




~of R =0.48 R =0.50 R =0.51 R = 0.57 
R2 R2 R2 R2ironment' =0.23 =0.25 =0.28 =0.32 
Signif F =0.02 Signif F =0.03 Signif F = 0.046 Signif F =0.048 
~of R =0.35 R =0.39 R =0.40 R =0.52 
R2 R2 R2 R2tnmunity' =0.12 =0.15 =0.16 =0.27 
Signif F =0.13 Sianif F =0.17 Signif F = 0.25 Sianif F =0.10 
~of R =0.27 R =0.32 R =0.33 R =0.35 
R2 R2 R2 R2;ployees' =0.05 =0.10 =0.11 =0.12 
Signif F =0.45 Signif F =0.37 Signif F =0.49 SianifF =0.59 
. 
ENDIX 7 continued 
I Explanatory Power of the Model 
man Random Sample of 100 Top 100 Companies 
Independent SIC Class+ 
endent Total Tit BOD 
of R = 0.61 
ironment' R2 = 0.37 
Signif F = 0.00 
~ of R = 0.20 
~nmunity' R2 = 0.04 
Signif F = 0.53 
~ of R = 0.30 
~'~Jioyees' R2 = 0.09 
Signif F = 0.23 
LJ 
SIC Class+ 
Avg Cost Staff+ 
Total # Tit. BOD 
R = 0.59 
R2 = 0.35 
Slgnif F = 0.00 
R = 0.21 
R2 = 0.04 
Signif F = 0.72 
R = 0.23 
R2 = 0.05 
Signif F = 0.63 
SIC Class+ SIC Class+ 
Position+ Position+ 
Total # Tit. BOD + Total# Tit. BOD+ 
Avg Cost Staff Profitability + 
Average Cost 
Staff 
R = 0.59 R = 0.60 
R2 = 0.35 R2 = 0.36 
Signif F = 0.01 Signif F = 0.02 
R=0.26 R = 0.28 
R2 = 0.07 R2 = 0.09 
Sign if F = 0. 71 Signif F = 0.79 
R = 0.37 R = 0.37 
R2 = 0.13 R2 = 0.14 
Signif F = 0.37 Signif F = 0.49 
Questionnaire Survey 
Appendix 8 
Chi-square Analysis German 
Respondents 
~ 
~ ar Tests 
Warnings 
Jlere are not enough valid cases 
perform the Chi-Square Test for 
ighest Non-Academic TIUe. No 
~tistlcs are computed. 




N N Residual 
5.00 1 1.0 .0 
J.OO 1 1.0 .0 
j,QO 1 1.0 .0 
5.00 1 1.0 .0 
II 7 .00 1 1.0 .0 





Length of position held 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
apo 1 1.2 -.2 
1 .00 1 1.2 -.2 
.00 2 1.2 .8 
1 8.00' 1 1.2 -.2 
11 0.00 1 1.2 -.2 
bbtal 6 
University Influenced very much 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
po 5 3.0 2.0
bo 1 3.0 -2.0 
tal 6 
Work experience Influences very much 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
It Do 6 6.0 .0b tal 
·This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Page 1 
Had strict upbringing by parents 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
00 1 1.5 -.5 
00 2 1.5 .5 
00 2 1.5 .5 
00 1 1.5 -.5 
btal 6 
Still contact with friends from university 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
00 1 1.2 -.2 
00 1 1.2 -.2 
00 1 1.2 -.2 
00 1 1.2 -.2 
00 2 1.2 .8 
ptaI 6 
School had strict rules for punishment 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
00 3 1.5 1.5 
I ~ oo 1 1.5 -.5 
:~ 00 1 1.5 -.5 
'! 00 1 1.5 -.5 
~, tal 6 
~ork experience Is more Important than 
degrees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1300 1 2.0 -1.0 
I ~ oo 3 2.0 1.0 
It oo 2 2.0 .0 
11 tal 6 
School one of best In area 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1• po 3 2.0 1.0 
I ~ 00 1 2.0 -1.0
It po 2 2.0 .0 





University one of best In country 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
.00 1 2.0 -1 .0 
.00 4 2.0 2.0 
.00 1 2.0 -1.0 
otal 6 
lgh level of education Important for career 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
.00 2 2.0 .0 
.00 2 2.0 .0 
.00 2 2.0 .0 
otal 6 
'Right schoor Important for career 
I 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
.00 4 2.0 2.0 I 
I .00 1 2.0 -1 .0 
.00 1 2.0 -1 .0 
otal 6I 
'Right university' Important for career 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I • 00 3 1.5 1.5 
ll 00 1 1.5 -.5 
00 1 1.5 -.5 
00 1 1.5 -.5 
ptaI 6 
Relationship capital Invested In Board of 
Directors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
00 3 3.0 .0 




Relationship capital Invested In 
Environmental Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 6 6.0 .0 
. This variable is constant Chi·Square Test cannot be performed. 
Relationship capital invested In 
Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 3 3.0 .0 
00 3 3.0 .0 
ptaI 6 
Relationship capital Invested In 
Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
. 9 3 1.5 1.5 
11PO 1 1.5 ·.5 
I ~ po 1 1.5 · .5 
I ~ po 1 1.5 ·.5 
IJ tal 6 
II platlonship capital invested in Employees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I" p 1 1.5 ·.5 
I= PO 2 1.5 .5 
~~ po 1 1.5 ·.5 
po 2 1.5 .5 
~ .. tal 6 
elatlonshlp capital invested in Business 
friends (Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
D 2 1.5 .5 
Do 2 1.5 .5 
0 1 1.5 · .5 





~elatlonshlp capital Invested In Business 
friends (external) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
p 2 2.0 .0 
po 2 2.0 .0 
po 2 2.0 .0 
btal 6 
• latlonshlp capital Invested In Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 4 3.0 1.0 
00 2 3.0 -1.0 
tal 6 
Relationship capital invested In 
Professional Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
iJ P 6 6.0 .0 
t! tal sa 
. This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
~elationshlp capital invested In Industry 
Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I.I 3 2.0 1.0 
11 0 2 2.0 .0 
la o 1 2.0 -1.0 
~ tal 6 
:telatlonshlp capital invested in the Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
5 3.0 2.0 
0 1 3.0 -2.0 
tal 6 
Page 5 
Knowledge Capital Invested In Board of 
Directors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 2 1.5 .5 
00 2 1.5 .5 
00 1 1.5 -.5 
00 1 1.5 -.5 
ptaI 6 
Knowledge Capital Invested In 
Environmental Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
6.0 .0 
. This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Knowledge Capital Invested In 
Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
.~ p 6 6.0 .0 
!J tal sa 
· This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
;~e~ owledge Capital Invested in Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
IJ 2 1.5 .5 
12 po 2 1.5 .5 
13 DO 1 1.5 -.5 
I ~ PO 1 1.5 -.5 
~ tal 6 
nowledge Capital Invested In Employees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 1 1.2 -.2 
0 1 1.2 -.2 
0 1 1.2 -.2 
0 2 1.2 .8 
0 1 1.2 -.2 
al 6 
Page6 
~nowledge Capital Invested In Business 
Friends (Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
) 4 2.0 2.0 
)0 1 2.0 -1 .0 
)0 1 2.0 -1.0 
tal 6 
~nowledge Capital Invested In Business 
Friends (external) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~~ p 2 1.5 .5 
~0 1 1.5 -.5 
!; ~0 2 1.5 .5 
4 ~0 1 1.5 -.5 
11! tal 6 
:~ owledge Capital Invested In Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
6.0 .0 
I . This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Knowledge Capital Invested In 
Professional Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
5 3.0 2.0 
1 3.0 -2.0 
6 
Knowledge Capital Invested In Industry 
Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
3 3.0 .0 
0 3 3.0 .0 
tal 6 
Page7 
Knowledge Capital Invested In the Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 6 6.0 .0 
ptaI 6• 
~ - This variable is constant Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Money Invested In Board of Directors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 4 3.0 1.0 
00 2 3.0 -1.0 
ptaI 6 
~oney Invested In Environmental Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I' 0 5 3.0 2.0 
11 00 1 3.0 -2.0 
,, otal 6 
Money invested in Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
, 0 5 3.0 2.0 
~ 00 1 3.0 -2.0 
, )tal 6 
Money invested in Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 2 1.5 .5 
~ 00 2 1.5 .5 
00 1 1.5 -.5 
00 1 1.5 -.5 
ptaI 6 
Money invested in Employees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
p 1 1.2 -.2 
po 1 1.2 -.2 
00 2 1.2 .8 
oo 1 1.2 -.2 
.oo 1 1.2 -.2 
tal 6 
Page 8 
Words/Writing Invested In Board of 
Directors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
J 2 1.2 .8 
JO 1 1.2 -.2 
JO 1 1.2 -.2 
JO 1 1.2 -.2 
JO 1 1.2 -.2 
~ tal 6 
~ordsJWrltlng Invested In Environmental 
Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I ~ J 6 6.0 .0 
1 tal 6a 
. This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
1Vords/Wrltlng Invested In Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I·G 5 3.0 2.0 
12. 0 1 3.0 -2.0 
, tal 6 
~ords/Wrltlng Invested In Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1·0 2 2.0 .0 
!2)0 3 2.0 1.0 
:• )0 1 2.0 -1 .0 
~ tal 6 
Words/Writing Invested In Employees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I ~ DO 1 1.5 -.5 
I ~ o 2 1.5 .5 
! ~ 0 2 1.5 .5I. 0 1 1.5 -.5
l1 tal 6 
I.J 
Page 10 
Money Invested In Business Friends 
(Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~ p 4 2.0 2.0 
IHO 1 2.0 -1.0 
:a po 1 2.0 -1.0 
il tal 6 




N N Residual 
I.Qp 5 3.0 2.0 
1 po 1 3.0 -2.0 
tal 6 
Money Invested In Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1-Q 5 3.0 2.0 
•• 0 1 3.0 -2.0 
li tal 6 
• oney Invested in Professional Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~ .Q 5 3.0 2.0 
!2J 0 1 3.0 -2.0 
1) tal 6 
Money Invested In Industry Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
6 6.0 .0 
sa 
This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Money Invested In the Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1-' I5 3.0 2.0 1  0 1 3.0 -2.0 





1 ordsJWrltlng Invested In Business Friends 
(Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 5 3.0 2.0 
00 1 3.0 -2.0 
ptaI 6 
11 ordsJWrltlng Invested In Business Friends 
(external) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 4 2.0 2.0 
00 1 2.0 -1.0 
00 1 2.0 -1.0 
otal s 
WordsJWrltlng Invested In Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 s s.o .0 
ptaI sa 
~ · This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
WordsJWrltlng invested in Professional 
Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 5 3.0 2.0 
00 1 3.0 -2.0 
ll :>tal s 
~ordsJWritlng Invested in Industry Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 5 3.0 2.0 
00 1 3.0 -2.0 
PtaI s 
Words/Writing Invested In the Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 s s.o .0 
tal sa 
·This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
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DAn I Opinion most Important In 
Board of Directors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1 1.2 -.2 
10 1 1.2 -.2 
10 1 1.2 -.2 
~ 10 2 1.2 .8 
~ 10 1 1.2 -.2 
[11 tal 6 
D•nut.atlnnJ Opinion most Important In 
Environmental Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~c 6 6.0 .0 
~ tal sa 
This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Reputation/ Opinion most Important in 
Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~a s s.o .0 
[! ~I sa 
I This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Repu\.atlum Opinion most important in 
Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
:~ 2 1.5 .5 
1. lo 1 1.5 -.5 
2J iO 1 1.5 -.5 
[0 2 1.5 .5 ~ ~ s 
~eputatlol'!' Opinion most Important in 
Employees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1 1.0 .0 p 1 1.0 .0 
p 1 1.0 .0 
1 1.0 .0 
1 1.0 .0 





Repu'uitlum Opinion most Important In 
Business Friends (Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
IJ 3 1.5 1.5 
11 10 1 1.5 -.5 
13 10 1 1.5 -.5 
It '0 1 1.5 -.5 
~ ~I 6 
IRepu..o::...., Opinion most Important In 
Business Friends (external) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I.C 4 2.0 2.0 
11 10 1 2.0 -1.0 
II !0 1 2.0 -1 .0 
) ~I 6 
Reputation/ Opinion most Important In 
Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I·G 5 3.0 2.0 
11 ~ 1 3.0 -2.0 
lJ1 IaI 6 
~eputatlon/ Opinion most Important In 
Professional Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I.Q 5 3.0 2.0 
ltJ p 1 3.0 -2.0 
!]J ~ 6 
~ ..........~:.ll Opinion most Important In 
Industry Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residualil 4 2.0 2.0
It D 1 2.0 -1.0 





Ill putatlon/ Opinion most Important In the 
Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
6.0 .0 
• This variable is constant Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Representation wanted In Board of 
Directors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1 1.5 -.5 ~p 2 1.5 .5 
GJ p 2 1.5 .5 
1 1.5 -.5~~I 6 
Ill apresentatlon wanted In Environmental 
Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
'.OCI 5 3.0 2.0 
UJ 1 3.0 -2.0 
IJ"J ~ 6 
~ presentation wanted In Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
5 3.0 2.0 
1 3.0 -2.0 
6 
I &presentation wanted In Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
!JJ! 2 1.3 .8
"2J 1 1.3 -.3 
1 1.3 -.3 




Representation wanted In Employ... 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
po 2 2.0 .0 
po 3 2.0 1.0 
po 1 2.0 -1 .0 
ptaI 6 
Representation wanted In Business 
Friends (Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
p 1 2.0 -1.0 
po 3 2.0 1.0 
DO 2 2.0 .0 
ltal ~ 
Representation wanted In Business 
Friends (external) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
J 2 3.0 -1 .0 
JO 4 3.0 1.0 
~ 6 
Representation wanted In Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 5 3.0 2.0 
~0 1 3.0 -2.0 
~ 6 
R~. ..............mun wanted In Professional 
Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N ~..c. i l'fll~l 
5 3.0 2.0 
10 1 3.0 -2.0 
~ 6 
.,... , wanted In Industry Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual~ 
5 3.0 2.0 




Representation wanted In the Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
4 3.0 1.0 
2 3.0 -1.0 
Went to private (1) or state (2) school 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
6 6.0 
This variable is constant Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Background of Parents 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1 2.0 -1.0 
3 2.0 1.0 
2 2.0 .0 
Parents had great Influence 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1 1.5 
1 1.5 -.5 
1 1.5 -.5 
3 1.5 1.5 
Upbringing Influences action today 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1 2.0 -1.0 
1 2.0 -1.0 
4 2.0 2.0 
School Influences actions today 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
2 2.0 .0 





N N Residual 
po 6 6.0 .o 
~ tal 6• 
This variable is constant Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Standard Industry Classification 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
po 2 2.0 .0 
2 2.0 .0 
)0 2 2.0 .0 
~ 6 
Jm of Capital Invested In Board Members 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1 1.0 .0 
)0 1 1.0 .0 
)0 1 1.0 .0 
10 1 1.0 .0 
;.oo 1 1.0 .0 
1 1.0 .0 ~ : 6 
um of Capital Invested In Environmental 
Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
5 3.0 2.0 
~0 1 3.0 -2.0 
~ ~I 6 





!0 3 2.0 1.0 
1 2.0 -1.0 




TSum of Capital Invested In Shareholders 
Observed Expected[ N N Residual.., 1 1.0 .0 
00 1 1.0 .0 
00 1 1.0 .0 
00 1 1.0 .0 
1.00 1 1.0 .0 
.00 1 1.0 .0 
)tal 6 
Sum of Capital Invested In Employees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
!.00 1 1.5 ·.5 
.00 2 1.5 .5 
.00 1 1.5 · .5 
.00 2 1.5 .5 
ptaI 6 
II ~m of Capital invested In Business Friends 
(Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
p 1 1.0 .0 
po 1 1.0 .0 
po 1 1.0 .0 
po 1 1.0 .0 
po 1 1.0 .0 
1.00 1 1.0 .0 
~tal 6 
II m of Capital Invested In Business Friends 
(external) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~ 1 1.0 .0 
I ~o 1 1.0 .0 
~0 1 1.0 .0 
~0 1 1.0 .0 
~0 1 1.0 .0 
















Sum of Capital Invested In Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
p 2 1.5 .5 
po 2 1.5 .5 
po 1 1.5 -.5 
po 1 1.5 -.5 
tal 6 
Sum of Capital Invested In Professional 
Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
) 5 3.0 2.0 
JO 1 3.0 -2.0 
tal 6 
m of Capital invested In Industry Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~ 2 1.2 .8 
~0 1 1.2 -.2 
PO 1 1.2 -.2 
PO 1 1.2 -.2 
0 1 1.2 -.2 
tal 6 
Sum of Capital invested In the Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
4 2.0 2.0 
0 1 2.0 -1 .0 
0 1 2.0 -1 .0 
tal 6 
Highest Title held 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
0 5 3.0 2.0 






with School had is more School 
Length of University Had strict friends strict rules important one of 
position influenced upbringing from for than best in 
Age held very much by parents university punishment degrees area 
~I i-Squarea. .000 .667 2.667 .667 .667 2.000 1.000 1.000 
~ 5 4 1 3 4 3 2 2 
~ ~mp . Si g . 1.000 .955 .102 .881 .955 .572 .607 .607 
Test Statistics 
High Relationship 
University level of 'Right 'Right capital Relationship Relationship 
one of education school' university' invested in capital capital 
best in important important important Board of invested in invested in 
country for career for career for career Directors Charity/Society Shareholders 
lt:l i-Squarea· 3.000 .000 3.000 2.000 .000 .000 2.000 
ld 2 2 2 3 1 1 3 
~ ymp. Sig. .223 1.000 .223 .572 1.000 1.000 .572 
Test Statistics 
Relationship Relationship 
capital capital Relationship Knowledge 
Relationship invested in invested in Relationship capital Relationship Capital 
capital Business Business capital invested in capital invested in 
invested in friends friends invested in Industry invested in Board of 
Employees (internal) (external) ComQetitors Groups the Arts Directors 
~ i-Square•u .667 .667 .000 .667 1.000 2.667 .667 
Ia 3 3 2 1 2 1 3 




Capital Capital Knowledge Knowledge Money 
Knowledge Knowledge invested in invested in Capital Capital invested 
Capital Capital Business Business invested in invested in in Board 
invested in invested in Friends Friends Professional Industry of 
Shareholders Employees (Internal) (external) Institutes Groups Directors 
-5quare'l· .667 .667 3.000 .667 2.667 .000 .667 
~ 3 4 2 3 1 1 1 




Money in in 
invested in Money Money Money Business Business Money 
Environmental invested in invested in invested in Friends Friends invested in 
Groups Charity/Society Shareholders Employees (internal) (external) Competitors 
Iell -Square'l·1 2.667 2.667 .667 .667 3.000 2.667 2.667 
dfi 1 1 3 4 2 1 1 
lA4 mp.Sig. .102 .102 .881 .955 .223 .102 .102 
Test Statistics 
Money Money Words/Writing 
invested in invested invested in Words/Writing Words/Writing Words/Writing 
Professional in the Board of invested in invested in invested in 
Institutes Arts Directors Charity/Society Shareholders Employees 
Square'!· 2.667 2.667 .667 2.667 1.000 .667I~ 1 1 4 1 2 3 






































































































































































Representation wanted in Representation Representation Parents 
wanted in Professional wanted in wanted in the Background had great 
Competitors Institutes Industry Groups Arts of Parents influence 
Square'l·1 2.667 2.667 2.667 .667 1.000 2.000 
~ 1 1 1 1 2 3 
~ ~J!. Sig. .102 .102 .102 .414 .607 .572 
Test Statistics 
Sum of 
School Capital Sum of Capital Sum of Sum of 
Upbringing influences Standard Invested Invested in Capital Capital 
influences actions Industry in Board Environmental invested in invested in 
action today today Classification Members Groups Charity/Society Shareholders 
phi Square'~· 3.000 1.000 .000 .000 2.667 1.000 .000 
2 2 2 5 1 2•~ fnp. Sig. .223 .607 1.000 1.000 .102 .607 1.000 
Test Statistics 
Sum of Sum of 
Capital Capital Sum of 
invested invested Sum of Capital Sum of 
Sum of in in Sum of Capital invested Capital 
Capital Business Business Capital invested in in invested 
invested in Friends Friends invested in Professional Industry in the Highest 
Employees (internal) (external) Competitors Institutes Groups Arts Title held 
Cl11 ~quarea.c .667 .000 .000 .667 2.667 .667 3.000 2.667 
df 3 5 5 3 1 4 2 1 
~p.Sig. .881 1.000 1.000 .881 .102 .955 .223 .102 
L cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 1.0. 
b. cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 1.2. 
c. cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 3.0. 
d. cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 1.5. 
a. cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 2.0. 












N N Residual 
J?iO 1 1.3 -.3 
~0 1 1.3 -.3 
~0 1 1.3 -.3 
h 0 1 1.3 -.3 
~0 2 1.3 .7 
~0 2 1.3 .7 
54, 0 1 1.3 -.3 
58; 0 2 1.3 .7 
1 1.3 -.3 ~~ 12 
Length of position held (months) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~.a 1 1.1 -.1 
~.CI 1 1.1 -.1 
~.c 1 -.11.1 
~3 0 1 1.1 -.1 
1 1.1 -.1~- 0 24 0 1 1.1 -.1 
~ 0 2 1.1 .9 
1 1.1 -.1c0 0 1 1.1 -.1 
71 0 1 1.1 -.1 
3~ 00 1 1.1 -.1 
~I 12 
University Influenced very much 
Observed Expected 
...... N N Residual 
:2A 1 2.8 -1.8 
3-t 1 2.8 -1.8 
4.1 5 2.8 2.3





~ork experience Influences very much 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
Jl ) 5 6.0 -1 .0 
~ ) 7 6.0 1.0 
1rc at 12 
Had strict upbringing by p•rents 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
lf.i ~ 1 3.0 -2.0 
2J 0 6 3.0 3.0 
2 3.0 -1 .0 ~ ~ 3 3.0 .0 
il't at 12 
I·Ill contact with friends from university 
I Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~J 1 2.8 -1.8 
~ 5 2.8 2.3 
~ 2 2.8 -.8 
!4J D 3 2.8 .3 
~~I 11 
chool had strict rules for punishment 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
IZ 6 4.0 2.0 
I ~ 2 4.0 -2.0 
4o~ 4 4.0 .0 
~ I 12 
1 ork experience Is more Important than 
degrees 
Observed Expected 
...... N N Residual 
tZJ 3 4.0 -1.0
!4J 7 4.0 3.0 
[~ 2 4.0 -2.0 
~ I 12 
Page2 
- n 
School one of best In area 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
r1 2 3.0 -1 .010 
'0 1 3.0 -2.0 
I ~ 0 8 3.0 5.0 
It '0 1 3.0 -2.0 
1  ~I 12 
: ~ 
I 
University one of best In country 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
[1 IO 1 2.8 -1 .8 
I ~ ~ 1 2.8 -1 .8 
14 ~ 3 2.8 .3 
II ~ 6 2.8 3.3 
IaI 11~ 
lHlh level of education Important for career 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
rz p 2 4.0 -2.0 
p 
u 
l~ 8 4.0 4.0 
~~ p 2 4.0 -2.0 
~I 12 
'Right school' Important for career 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
p~ 2 4.0 -2.0 
1[2 p 8 4.0 4.0 
13 p 2 4.0 -2.0 
D ~I 12 
rRight university' Important for career 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
2 3.0 -1.0 
7 3.0 4.0 
1 3.0 -2.0 








N N Residual 
fJI 1 2.4 -1 .4 
1 p 2 2.4 -.4 
tz b 5 2.4 2.6 
l:t. p 1 2.4 -1.4 
4 p 3 2.4 .6 
TOal 12 
Relationship capital invested In 
Environmental Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
.CII 9 4.0 5.0 
1. p 2 4.0 -2.0 
I2J P 1 4.0 -3.0 
-n i!l 12 
Relationship capital invested In 
Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
.CJt 8 6.0 2.0 
1~ ~ 4 6.0 -2.0 
TC al 12 
Relationship capital invested In 
Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I•UI 2 2.4 -.4 
1 ~ ~ 1 2.4 -1.4
IZJ ~ 4 2.4 1.6
I3J ~ 3 2.4 .6 
I&J D 2 2.4 -.4 
~ ~ 12 
R ~tlonshlp capital Invested In Employees ........ 
Observed Expected 
N N ResidualIT. 1 3.0 -2.0Ia 4 3.0 1.013. 3 3.0 .0
I ~ 4 3.0 1.0 
I~ 12 
Page4 
Ri atlonshlp capital Invested In Business 
friends (Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
8 3.0 5.0 
~ 2 3.0 -1 .0 
1 3.0 -2.0 ~ 
~... 1 3.0 -2.0 
ra1 12 
IRII atlonshlp capital invested In Buslnen 
friends (external) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
:001 7 4.0 3.0 
~ .01 4 4.0 .0 
1 4.0 -3.0 
~ 12··
l 
·~ lonshlp capital Invested In Competitors 
I Observed Expected 
l N N Residual 
9 4.0 5.0 ~  2 4.0 -2.0 
~.0 1 4.0 -3.0 
[gl 12 
i Relationship capital Invested In 
j Professional Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
tOOl 
t: 
11 6.0 5.0 
1 6.0 -5.0 
12 
Ri atlonshlp capital Invested In Industry 
Groups 
Observed Expected4 
N N Residual 
rUO• 10 6.0 4.0 






latlonshlp capital Invested In the Arts~ 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~oq 11 6.0 5.0 
1 6.0 -5.0 
12'~I 
"~owledge Capital Invested In Board of 
Directors 
Observed Expected! N N Residual 
I,OCf 1 2.4 -1.4 
1.Qj 1 2.4 -1.4 
5 2.4 2.6 
~.01 3 2.4 .6 
~A 2 2.4 -.4 
l"011 12 
~.G! 
Knowledge Capital Invested In 
Environmental Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
.oo~ 9 6.0 3.0 
~I 3 6.0 -3.0 12 
Knowledge Capital invested in 
Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~: 
:-OG- 9 4.0 5.0 
1 4.0 -3.0 
2 4.0 -2.0
[911 12 
~ ~'#ledge Capital invested In Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~ 2 2.0 .0 
1~ 3 2.0 1.0
2.G 3 2.0 1.0 
4-Cl 1 2.0 -1.0 s.a 2 2.0 .0






~owledge Capital Invested In Employ... 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
[l 0 1 2.4 -1 .4 
IJ 0 5 2.4 2.6 
Ia 0 2 2.4 -.4 
I ~ 0 3 2.4 .6 
II 0 1 2.4 -1 .4 
11 lal 12 
nowledge Capital Invested In Business 
Friends (Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
ll 9 4.0 5.0 
12 0 2 4.0 -2.0 
3 0 1 4.0 -3.0 
11 ~I 12 
I 
nowledge Capital Invested In Business 
Friends (external) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I.I 11 6.0 5.0 
lz 0 1 6.0 -5.0 
li al 12 
•~wledge Capital Invested In Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1·1 10 4.0 6.0 
1 b 1 4.0 -3.0
14 0 1 4.0 -3.0 
al~ 12 
Knowledge Capital Invested In 
Professional Institutes 
Observed Expected 
... N N Residual,. 12 12.0 .0IJ 
~· 12'1 ""' This variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Page7 
~ 
1"'- .•. Capital Invested In Industry 
Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
8 4.0 4.0 
1 p 3 4.0 -1.0 




~iivwnn.ow• Capital Invested In the Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
i.G 11 6.0 5.0 
1 6.0 -5.0I ~ ~I 
p 
12 
·~~ ·-1 Invested In Board of Directors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1·0 7 2.4 4.6 
I1J p 1 2.4 -1.4 
I~ p 1 2.4 -1 .4 
~ 0 2 2.4 -.4 
~ 1 2.4 -1.40 
L:Q al 12 
I oney Invested In Environmental Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
. ·' 10 6.0 4.0It b 2 6.0 -4.0 
L! ~ 12 
Money Invested In Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 





Money lnvnted In Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~ 2 1.7 .3 
It b 1 1.7 -.7 
IJ 2 1.7 .3 
p 3 1.7 1.3 l• 
Is p 2 1.7 .3 
lr; p 1 1.7 -.7 
:t po 1 1.7 -.7 
ITI a1 12 
Money lnvnted In Employ ... 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I.G 1 2.0 -1.0 
11. b 1 2.0 -1.0 
12. 2 2.0 .0 
Ia. 2 2.0 .0 
5 2.0 3.0'~ltJ 1 2.0 -1 .0 
In al 12 




1.. 10 4.0 6.0 
It 1 4.o -3.o 
Is 1 4.o -3.o 
~~~-~112~--~--~ 
U-IIVICllne.VI Invested In Business Friends 
(external) 
Observed Expected 
N N ResidualIll 10 4.0 6.0 
1 4.0 -3.0~ 1 4.0 -3.0 
·~ 12 
Money Invested In Competitors 
I 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
12 12.0 -:a 
12'1 
rhis variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
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oney Invested In Professional Institutes 
--r 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
10 4.0 6.0IJ 
1  0 1 4.0 -3.0 
Ia o 1 4.0 -3.0 
1  IaI 12 
Money Invested In Industry Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
.a 9 6.0 3.0 
1 0 3 6.0 -3.0 
111 ~I 12 
Money Invested In the Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I·G 11 6.0 5.0 
1• p 1 6.0 -5.0 
m I 12 
Words/Writing Invested In Board of 
Directors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
.UJI 2 2.0 .0 
1, 3 2.0 1.0 
12l 3 2.0 1.0
Ia. 2 2.0 .0 
4. 1 2.0 -1 .0 
s. 1 2.0 -1 .0 n I 12 
~rds/Writlng Invested In Environmental' Groups 
rf 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
8 4.0 4.0 
1. 2 4.0 -2.0




' ords/Writlng Invested In Charity/Society Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
8 4.0 4.0 !l 
1~ 2 4.0 -2.0 
2. 0 2 4.0 -2.0 
1l ~I 12 
1 ords/Writlng Invested In Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I.GI 2 2.0 .0 
~2.! 3 2.0 1.0 
3J 4 2.0 2.0 
4J 1 2.0 -1.0 
5~ 1 2.0 -1.0 
8.1 1 2.0 -1.0 
Tel ~I 12 
Nords/Wrltlng Invested In Employees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1·01 1 1.7 -.7 
u 2 1.7 .3 
12.1 2 1.7 .3 
!3.1 1 1.7 -.7 
4. 3 1.7 1.3 
~ SJ 2 1.7 .3 
I&J 1 1.7 -.7 
'0 I 12 
IWI ds/Writlng Invested In Business Friends 
(Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
·~ 10 4.0 6.0 
1~ 1 4.0 -3.0
I2J 1 4.0 -3.0 
I~ 12 




N Residuall1a N 11 6.0 5.01J 
l!! 12 
1 6.0 -5.0 
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1 
ords/Wrltlng Invested In Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
11 6.0 5.0 ~ 
1 6.0 -5.0~ 
ire I 12 




N N Residual 
11 6.0 5.0 
~~ 1 6.0 -5.0 
ire I 12 
~w ds/Writlng Invested In Industry Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~CM 9 4.0 5.0 
u 1 4.0 -3.0 
~- 2 4.0 -2.0 
trca I 12 
Words/Writing Invested in the Arts 
Observed Expected 
.J N N Residual 
1·011 11 6.0 5.0 
1J 1 6.0 -5.0 
~Ttl 12 
eputatlon/ Opinion most important in 
Board of Directors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
r.m 3 2.0 1.0 
1.1 1 2.0 -1.0 
~ 3 2.0 1.0 
~ 3 2.0 1.0 
4. 1 2.0 -1.0 




eputatlon/ Opinion most Important In 
Environmental Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
9 4.0 5.0 r.a. 
1~ 2 4.0 -2.0 
[2.1 1 4.0 -3.0 
~~~ I 12 
eputatlon/ Opinion most Important In 
Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
!~ 11 6.0 5.0 
[2J 1 6.0 -5.0 
~G I 12 




f.1 2 2.0 .0 
1J 2 2.0 .0 
lu 1 2.0 -1.0 
I3J 4 2.0 2.0 
5J 2 2.0 .0 
ISJ 1 2.0 -1.0 
12lii I 
eputatlon/ Opinion most Important In 
Employees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1 2.4 -1.4~ 3 2.4 .6 
3~ 5 2.4 2.6 
4~ 2 2.4 -.4 




~eputatlo~/ Opinion most Important In 
Business Friends (Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
7 3.0 4.0 
• 3.0~~ 3 .0 1 3.0 -2.0 1 3.0 -2.0~ 
~I 12~ 
'~~,.,..,,..,..,Opinion most Important In 
Business Friends (external) 
- Observed Expected N N Residual 9 3.0 6.0 ;1 ~ 1 3.0 -2.0 
~ 1 3.0 -2.0 
~ 1 3.0 -2.0 
In ~ I 12 
t....ubitlnn/ Opinion most Important In 
Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I·Q 10 6.0 4.6 
1, 2 6.0 -4.0 
!I 12~ 
''"""t"t1 ..... ' Opinion most Important In 
Professional Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1·011 12 12.0 .0 
~ 1~ 
~ rhis variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
;'"""."'
1
-- Opinion most Important In 
Industry Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
9 6.0 3.0 








N N Residual 
11 6.0 5.0r:a 
1~ 1 6.0 -5.0 
h'c I 12 
Representation wanted In Board of 
Directors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
:.oc 2 2.4 -.4 
~ 2 2.4 -.4 
~.c 3 2.4 .6 
4.4 4 2.4 1.6 
7.C 1 2.4 -1.4 
]"~ I 12 
R! presentation wanted In Environmental 
Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~OCl 10 4.0 6.0 
1.Cl 1 4.0 -3.0 
2.( 1 4.0 -3.0 
~ 12 
~ ~ resentatlon wanted in Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
7 2.4 4.6~00· tOI 2 2.4 -.4 
2.Q 1 2.4 -1.4s.o 1 2.4 -1.4
5-0t 1 2.4 -1.4 
~ 12 
•~resentation wanted in Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~I 4 2.4 1.6tot 2 2.4 -.4 
1.~ 3 2.4" .6tOI 2 2.4 -.4





~...,,.....v, nt~llu" wanted In Employees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
1 2.4 -1 .4 
1 2.4 -1 .4 ~ 
6 2.4 3.6 
3 2.4 .6 
~  
~ 
~~ 1 2.4 -1 .4 
rrc~ 12 
,_ .." ..... wanted In Business 
Friends (Internal) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
9 4.0 5.0~  2 4.0 -2.0 
2.~ 1 4.0 -3.0 
,T(j 12 
,,..... wanted In Business 
Friends (external) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~ 9 4.0 5.0 2 4.0 -2.0 
·I3J 1 4.0 -3.0 
In 12 
ap;;;..,...m.."u" wanted in Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
l-0111 10 4.0 6.0 
I.C 1 4.0 -3.0 
2.C 1 4.0 -3.0 
~ 12 
pp-~.......a ...... wanted In Professional 
Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
12 12.0 .0 
1~ 
this variable is constant. Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
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- ...... 
.. ..,........... ~:..,, wanted In Industry Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual~ 9 6.0 3.0 
'1. p 3 6.0 -3.0 
al 12~ 
Representation wanted In the Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
fJI 11 6.0 5.0 
11. 1 6.0 -5.0 
I ~ al 12 
~ent to private (1) or state (2) school 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
11J 3 6.0 -3.0 
12.! 9 6.0 3.0 
In ~ I 12 
Background of Parents 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
11l 4 4.0 .0 
I2J 6 4.0 2.0
I3J 2 4.0 -2.0 
Ln ~ I 12 
Parents had great Influence 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~ 2 4.0 -2.0
I4J 5 4.0 1.0





N N Residual ~ 1 4.0 -3.0 






School influences actions today 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual n 1 2.4 -1.4 
u 1 2.4 -1 .4 
1 2.4 -1 .4 ~--4J 7 2.4 4.6 




N N Residual 
~.a 12 12.0 .0 
!Tal 12'1 
L his variable is constant Chi-Square Test cannot be performed. 
Standard Industry Classification 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
~ .a 5 2.0 3.0 
2.0 1 2.0 -1.0 
3.G 1 2.0 -1.0 
:u 2 2.0 .0 
8.C 1 2.0 -1 .0 
a.t 2 2.0 .0 
~ 12 
lit! of Capital invested in Board Members 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
tUI 1 2.0 -1 .0 
5.Q 1 2.0 -1.0 
~a.c 2 2.0 .0 
13 3 2.0 1.0 
1~ 1 2.0 -1.0 




• m of Capital Invested In Environmental Groups 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
7 2.4 4.6 ~ 
1 2.4 -1 .4 1~ 
4~ 1 2.4 -1.4 
1 2.4 -1 .4 ~  
2 2.4 -.4:~ 
Tt I 12 
I mof Capital Invested In Charity/Society 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
I·CIII 5 1.7 3.3 
1.~ 2 1.7 .3 
~.c 1 1.7 -.7 
5.C 1 1.7 -.7 
[8.C 1 1.7 -.7 
9.( 1 1.7 -.7 
10 0 1 1.7 -.7 
T!il 12 
• m of Capital Invested In Shareholders 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual
l7l 1 1.2 -.2 
9.. 1 1.2 -.2 
11 p 1 1.2 -.2 
12 p 1 1.2 -.2 
13 p 1 1.2 -.2 
14 p 2 1.2 .8 
1. p 1 1.2 -.2 
11 D 2 1.2 .8 
[3G D 1 1.2 -.2 





um of Capital Invested In Employees 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual~ 1 1.3 -.3 
~J p 2 1.3 .7 
~ p 1 1.3 -.3 
~ ·1, 0 0 1 2 1.3 1.3 -.3 .7 
0 2 1.3 .7 ~· 0 1 1.3 -.3 ~ 0 1 1.3 -.3 
~ 0 1 1.3 -.3 
r• 12 
,. of Capital Invested In Business Friends 
(Internal) 
Observed Expected - N N Residual 6 2.4 3.6 u 1 2.4 -1.4 
~J 1 2.4 -1 .4 
~.c 2 2.4 -.4 
IU 2 2.4 -.4 
12~ 
l of Capital Invested In Business Friends (external) 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual~ 7 2.0 5.0 
1 2.0 -1 .0 ~ 1 2.0 -1 .0 
I.G 1 2.0 -1.0 
1 2.0 -1.0 
~ 1 2.0 -1.0 12 
• m of Capital Invested In Competitors 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual. 6 2.4 3.6 
1. 1 2.4 -1.4 
3 2.4 .6 





um of Capital Invested In Professional 
Institutes 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
9 4.0 5.0~ 
1 ~ 1 4.0 -3.0 
IZ ~ 2 4.0 -2.0 
l_l I 12 
of Capital Invested In Industry Groupslit ~ 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
!.G 5 2.0 3.0 
1J 1 2.0 -1 .0 
!~ 3 2.0 1.0 
3J 1 2.0 -1 .0 
4J 1 2.0 -1.0 
7J 1 2.0 -1 .0 
~ I 12 
Sum of Capital Invested In the Arts 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
.~ 9 4.0 5.0 
1~ 2 4.0 -2.0 
4~ 1 4.0 -3.0 
12~ I 
Highest Title held 
Observed Expected 
N N Residualtn 4 3.0 1.0 
[~ 5 3.0 2.0 
[3.4 1 -2.03.0 
5~ 2 3.0 -1 .0 
~ 12 
Highest Non-Academic Title ..... 
Observed Expected 
N N Residual 
8 5.0 3.0 









































if 8 10 3 1 3 3 2 2 
Ad ~p . Sig. .993 1.000 .200 .564 .198 .364 .368 .174 
Test Statistics 
High Relationship Relationship 
School University level of 'Right 'Right capital capital 
one of one of education school' university' invested in invested in 
best in best in important important important Board of Environmental 
area country for_c:areer for career for career Directors Groups 
Chili :nuarea,t 11.333 6.091 6.000 6.000 7.333 4.667 9.500 
~ -~ 
3 3 2 2 3 4 2 
~ IP. Sig. .010 .107 .050 .050 .062 .323 .009 
l Test Statistics 
• 
Relationship Relationship 
·I capital capital 
Relationship Relationship Relationship invested in invested in Relationship 
capital capital capital Business Business capital 
invested in invested in invested in friends mends invested in .,,Charity/Su\.•tny Shareholders I;;. I (ii m::n IICII J (b...........ll) Con ,._,.,titu•"' 
.n••<!re'l·'~ 1.333 2.167 2.000 11.333 4.500 9.500 
df 1 4 3 3 2 2 
~ ip. Sig. .248 .705 .572 .010 .105 .009 
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Test Statistics 
Relationship Relationship Knowledge Knowledge 
capital capital Relationship Capital Capital Knowledge 
invested in invested in capital invested in invested in Capital 
Professional Industry invested in Board of Environmental invested in 
Institutes Groups the Arts Directors Groups Charity/Society 
8.333 5.333 8.333 4.667 3.000 9.500[ uare' 
1 1 1 4 1 2 
. Sig. .004 .021 .004 .323 .083 .009 
Test Statistics 
Knowledge Knowledge 
Capital Capital Knowledge 
Knowledge Knowledge invested in invested in Knowledge Capital Knowledge 
Capital Capital Business Business Capital invested in Capital 
invested in invested in Friends Friends invested in Industry invested in 
Shareholders Employees (Internal} (external) Competitors Groups the Arts 
!iN! quarea.c 2.000 4.667 9.500 8.333 13.500 6.500 8.333 
~ 5 4 2 1 2 2 1 
~p. Sig. .849 .323 .009 .004 .001 .039 .004 
Test Statistics 
Money Money 
Money invested invested 
invested Money in in 
in Board invested in Money Money Money Business Business 
of Environmental invested in invested in invested in Friends Friends 
Directors Groups Charity/Society Shareholders Employees (internal) (external) 
11 .333 5.333 1.333 2.000 6.000 13.500 13.500E("·~· 4 1 1 6 5 2 2 





Money invested Money Words/Writing 
invested in in invested invested in Words/Writing Words/Writing 
Professional Industry in the Board of invested in invested in 
Institutes Grou Arts Directors Shareholders 




invested in invested in Words/Writing Words/Writing 
Words/Writing Business Business Words/Writing invested in invested in 







Reputation/ Opinion important 
Opinion most Reputation/ most 
Words/Writing important in Opinion most important 











r,(l i-Squarea.c 11 .333 
ld 4 




t i-Squarea.t 3.000 
d 1 

















wanted in Friends 







(1) or Parents 
state (2) Background had great 
school of Parents influence 
3.000 2.000 1.500 
1 2 2 




Friends wanted in 















Sum of invested 
Capital Sum of Capital Sum of Sum of Sum of in 
Standard invested invested in Capital Capital Capital Business 
Industry in Board Environmental invested in invested in invested in Friends 
Classification Members Groups Chari_MSociety. Shareholders Em~o_y_ees _(!ntemal) 
rei -Squarea·1 6.000 4.000 11 .333 7.833 1.333 1.500 7.167 
Ielf 5 5 4 6 9 8 4 
~ mp. Sig. .306 .549 .023 .251 .998 .993 .127 
Test Statistics 
Sum of 
Capital Sum of 
invested Sum of Capital Sum of 
in Sum of Capital invested Capital 
Business Capital invested in in invested Highest 
Friends invested in Professional Industry in the Highest Non-Academic 
(external) Competitors Institutes GroUQs Arts Title held Title 
ICI Squarea. 15.000 8.000 9.500 7.000 9.500 3.333 3.600 
df 5 4 2 5 2 3 1 
~ mp. Sig. .Q10 .092 .009 .221 .009 .343 .058 
a 9 cells (1 00.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 1.3. 
b 11 cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 1.1. 
C. 4 cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 2.8. 
~ 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 6.0. 
I 4 cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 3.0 . 
f. cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 4.0. 
g 5 cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 2.4. 
h 6 cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 2.0. 
1• cells (100.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 1.7. 
J, 0 cells (1 00.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 1.2. 
k 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 5.0. 
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Appendix 10 





N Minimum Maximum Mean Deviation 
6 46.00 61.00 53.8333 5.3448 
6 9.00 120.00 74.6667 47.9319 
6 4.00 5.00 4.1667 .4082 
6 5.00 5.00 5.0000 .0000 
6 1.00 5.00 2.6667 1.3663 
6 1.00 5.00 3.3333 1.6330 
6 1.00 5.00 2.3333 1.7512 
6 3.00 5.00 4.1667 .7528 
6 2.00 5.00 3.3333 1.5055 
6 2.00 5.00 3.8333 .9832 
6 3.00 5.00 4.0000 .8944 
6 2.00 5.00 2.6667 1.2111 
6 2.00 5.00 3.0000 1.2649 
6 1.00 2.00 1.5000 .5477 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 




N Minimum Mean Deviation 
6 .00 4.00 1.1667 1.6021 
6 .00 4.00 2.5000 1.5166 
6 .00 5.00 1.5000 1.8708 
6 .00 2.00 1.0000 .8944 
6 .00 1.00 .3333 .5164 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
6 .00 5.00 1.1667 1.9408 
6 .00 2.00 .3333 .8165 
6 .00 6.00 1.6667 2.2509 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
6 .00 4.00 1.8333 1.6021 





N Minimum Maximum Mean Deviation 
pwledge 
pital invested 





usiness 6 .00 4.00 1.5000 1.5166 
i: nds emal) 
I: owledge pital invested 
II ompetitors 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
:: owledge pital invested 
11 rofessional 6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 






IC pital invested 
















6 .00 1.00 .3333 .5164 
ctors 
II rey
II ~sted in 
I: ironmental ups 6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 
reyI: ~sted in 

















6 .00 10.00 4.6667 3.4448 
I' iness 
nds 















N Minimum Maximum Mean Deviation 
6 .00 2.00 .3333 .8165 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 
6 .00 6.00 2.1667 2.4014 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
6 .00 2.00 .3333 .8165 
6 .00 4.00 1.6667 1.5055 
6 2.00 5.00 3.5000 1.0488 
6 .00 2.00 .3333 .8165 
6 .00 7.00 1.5000 2.8107 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 
6 .00 2.00 .3333 .8165 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 




N Minimum Maximum Deviation 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
6 .00 4.00 1.8333 1.8348 
6 .00 5.00 2.5000 1.8708 
6 .00 5.00 1.5000 2.0736 
6 .00 6.00 1.1667 2.4014 
6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 
6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 
6 .00 2.00 .5000 .8367 
6 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
6 .00 4.00 2.3333 1.3663 
6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 
6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 
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Descriptive Statistics 
N Minimum Maximum Mean 
5 .00 4.00 1.8000 1.7889 
6 2.00 4.00 2.8333 .7528 
6 .00 3.00 1.5000 1.2247 
6 .00 1.00 .6667 .5164 
6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 
6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 
6 .00 1.00 .1667 .4082 
6 .00 1.00 .3333 .5164 
6 2.00 2.00 2.0000 .0000 
6 1.00 4.00 3.0000 1.0954 
6 1.00 5.00 3.5000 1.7607 
6 2.00 5.00 4.1667 1.3292 
6 2.00 5.00 3.5000 1.2247 
6 1.00 1.00 1.0000 .0000 
6 1.00 4.00 2.6667 1.3663 
6 5.00 20.00 10.1667 5.3448 
6 .00 2.00 .3333 .8165 




N Minimum Maximum Mean Deviation 
6 .00 21.00 10.1667 7.9352 
6 11.00 26.00 19.3333 6.0553 
6 .00 21.00 7.0000 7.6158 
6 .00 18.00 6.0000 6.2290 
6 .00 4.00 1.3333 1.5055 
6 .00 6.00 1.0000 2.4495 
6 .00 8.00 2.6667 3.2042 
6 .00 4.00 .8333 1.6021 























































































N Minimum Maximum Mean Deviation 
:RJ tionship 
:ca tal 
,inl sted in 12 .00 6.00 2.5000 1.9306 
:SI reholders 
:A tionship 
: e~ tal 
:11 sted in 
:e loyees 
12 1.00 4.00 2.8333 1.0299 
:RI tionship 
:ca tal 
~ in sted in
'a ness 
12 .00 3.00 .5833 .9962 
frl ds (internal) 
Rl tionship 
,CI! tal 
;In sted in 





lim sted in 12 .00 2.00 .3333 .6513 
I t~ petitors 
IRI tionship 
lea 1131 
lin! ~ted in 
IPJ ~ssional 




[In ~ted in 
lin stry Groups 
12 .00 1.00 .1667 .3892 
[RI tionship 
[CI!: Jell ~ted in the 12 .00 1.00 8.3E-02 .2887 
r ~<r ~ledge 
.CI tal invested 
. ~ ard of 12 .00 4.00 2.3333 1.1547 
'"" tors 
; ~ ~ledge 
~  tal invested 
II 
onmental: ps 12 .00 1.00 .2500 .4523 
; ~ vledge 
~I invested'"" I ~ 12 .00 2.00 .4167 .7930 
! ~ 'ty/Society 
11 tlledge 
~ al invested1 
~ : areholders 
12 .00 7.00 2.5000 2.2361 
r" ledge 





N Minimum Maximum Deviation 
12 .00 3.00 .5833 1.0836 
12 .00 2.00 .1667 .5774 
12 .00 4.00 .4167 1.1645 
12 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
12 .00 2.00 .4167 .6686 
12 .00 1.00 8.3E-02 .2887 
12 .00 4.00 1.0833 1.5050 
12 .00 1.00 .1667 .3892 
12 .00 2.00 .6667 .9847 
12 .00 10.00 3.6667 2.9336 
12 .00 6.00 3.0833 1.6214 
12 .00 3.00 .3333 .8876 
12 .00 3.00 .3333 .8876 




N Maximum Mean Deviation 
12 .00 2.00 .2500 .6216 
12 .00 1.00 .2500 .4523 
12 .00 1.00 8.3E-02 .2887 
12 .00 5.00 2.0000 1.5374 
12 .00 2.00 .5000 .7977 
12 .00 2.00 .5000 .7977 
12 .00 6.00 2.7500 1.7645 
12 .00 6.00 3.0833 1.8809 
12 .00 2.00 .2500 .6216 
12 .00 1.00 8.3E-02 .2887 
12 .00 3.00 .2500 .8660 
12 .00 1.00 8.3E-02 .2887 
12 .00 2.00 .4167 .7930 
12 .00 1.00 8.3E-02 .2887 





12 .00 2.00 .3333 .6513 
12 .00 2.00 .1667 .5n4 
12 .00 6.00 2.6667 1.9695 
12 1.00 6.00 3.0000 1.2792 
12 .00 4.00 .7500 1.2154 
12 .00 3.00 .5000 1.0000 
12 .00 1.00 .1667 .3892 
12 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
12 .00 1.00 .2500 .4523 
12 .00 1.00 8.3E-02 .2887 
12 .00 7.00 3.0000 1.9069 
12 .00 2.00 .2500 .6216 
12 .00 6.00 1.0833 1.8320 
PageS 
Descriptive Statistics 
N Minimum Maximum Mean 
12 .00 5.00 2.1667 1.8007 
12 .00 4.00 2.1667 1.0299 
12 .00 2.00 .3333 .6513 
12 .00 3.00 .4167 .9003 
12 .00 2.00 .2500 .6216 
12 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 
12 .00 1.00 .2500 .4523 
12 .00 1.00 8.3E-02 .2887 
12 1.00 2.00 1.7500 .4523 
12 1.00 3.00 1.8333 .7177 
12 2.00 5.00 4.0833 1.0836 
12 1.00 5.00 4.0833 1.0836 
12 1.00 5.00 3.6667 1.1547 
12 1.00 1.00 1.0000 .0000 
12 1.00 8.00 3.3333 2.7080 
12 4.00 19.00 12.8333 5.5569 
12 .00 6.00 1.8333 2.5879 





N Minimum Maximum Mean Deviation 
r otCapital 
~ sted in 12 7.00 34.00 16.2500 8.0693 
Ia reholders 
: not Capital sted in 12 9.00 26.00 17.0000 4.9360 
IEployees 
rof Capital
1: sted in 
iness 12 .00 9.00 2.8333 3.6639 
ndsI ~ 
~mal)
1: t'1 of Capital 
sted in
1: iness 12 .00 8.00 2.0000 2.9233 
IF nds 
(t emal) 
: nof Capital sted in1 12 .00 7.00 1.4167 2.0652
ICnpetitors 
nof Capital
1: sted in 
12 .00 2.00 .4167 .7930r: essional tutes 
: ~of Capital sted in 12 .00 7.00 1.7500 2.1373
Ill stry Groups 
nof Capital 
1: sted in the 12 .00 4.00 .5000 1.1677
lA 
est Title 
12 1.00 5.00 2.2500 1.4222I ~ 
I~ est -Academic 10 1.00 2.00 1.2000 .4216111 


























very much very much by parents university punishment degrees 




influences very 1.000 
much 
Had strid 
upbringing by .120 1.000 .329 -.111 -.713 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .500 .329 1.000 .303 -.217 
from university 
School had 




more important -.108 -.713 -.217 -.202 1.000 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area .542 .648 .515 .101 -.059 
University 
one of best in .581 .248 -.208 .387 .045 
country 
High level of 
education 
important for .548 .491 -.137 .383 -.594 
career 
'Right school' 




important for .387 .810 .387 .090 -.840* 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents .000 .802 .559 .000 -.485 
Parents had 



























Work with School had is more 
University experience Had strict friends strict rules important 
influenced influences upbringing from for than 
very much very much by parents university punishment degrees 
grson elation ;:,umo1 Capital 





































-.255 -.030 .484 -.190 -.304 







upbringing by .822 .525 .834 .112 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .313 .525 .559 .680 
from university 
School had 
strict rules for 
punishment 
.089 .834 .559 .701 
Work 
experience is 
more important .838 .112 .680 .701 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area .266 .164 .296 .849 .912 
University 









Work with School had is more 
University experience Had strict friends strict rules important 
influenced influences upbringing from for than 
very much very much by parents university punishment degrees 
ntgn level or 
~ iled) education important for .261 .323 .796 .454 .214 
career 
'Right schoor 




important for .448 . .051 .448 .865 .036 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents 1.000 .055 .249 1.000 .329 
Parents had 
great influence .410 .149 .039 .712 .138 
Upbringing 
influences .554 .781 .639 .703 .657 
action today 
School 






































invested in .390 .292 .566 .629 .824 







W()rl( with School had Is more 
University experience Had strict friends strid rules important 
influenced influences upbringing from for than 
very much very much by parents university punishment degrees 
;::,umor 
ailed) Capital 









Capital .626 .954 .331 .718 .558invested in 
the Arts 
IN Un1vers1ty 
influenced very 6 6 6 6 6 6 
much 
Work 
experience 6 6 6 6 6 6influences very 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by 6 6 6 6 6 6 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends 6 6 6 6 6 6 
from university 
School had 




6 6 6 6 6 6more important 
than degrees 
School one of 
6 6 6 6 6 6best in area 
University 
one of best in 6 6 6 6 6 6 
country 
High level of 
education 
6 6 6 6 6 6important for 
career 
'Right school' 




6 6 6 6 6 6important for 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 6 6 66 6 
(2) school 
Background 
6 6 6 6 6 6of Parents 
Parents had 
6 6 6 6 6 6great influence 
~pbringing 
Influences 6 6 6 6 6 6 
action today 
School 








Work with School had is more 
University experience Had strict friends strict rules important 
influenced influences upbringing from for than 
very much very much by parents university punishment degrees 
::>urn orJ'f 
Capital 













6 6 6 6 6 6invested in 
Shareholders 
Sum of 






























6 6 6 6 6 6invested in 





High Went to 
School University level of 'Right 'Right private 
one of one of education school' university' (1) or 
best in best in important important important state (2) Background 
~ 
area counby for career for career for career school of Parents 
rson umversny. 




influences very . 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by .648 .248 .491 .766 .810 .802 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .515 -.208 -.137 .067 .387 .559 
from university 
School had 




-.059 .045 -.594 -.804 -.840* -.485more important 
than degrees 
School one of 
1.000 .585 .297 .073 .420 .606best in area 
University 
one of best in .585 1.000 .682 -.224 .161 .000 
country 
High level of 
education 
.297 .682 1.000 .369 .707 .000important for 
career 
'Right school' 




.420 .161 .707 .783 1.000 .433important for 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 1.000 
(2) school 
Background 
.606 .000 .000 .452 .433 1.000of Parents 
Parents had 
.453 -.173 .254 .563 .808 .622great influence 
~pbringing 
Influences .067 -.128 .336 .414 .595 -.275 
action today 
School 




















High Went to 
School University level of 'Right 'Right private 
one of one of education schoor university' (1) or 
best in best in important important important state (2) Background 
area country for career for career for career school of Parents 
tson ~umor 
elation Capital~ .195 .235 .479 .569 .498 ·.161invested in 
Shareholders 
Sum of 




























-.387 -.910* -.419 .378 .197 .114invested in 
the Arts 







upbringing by .164 .635 .323 .076 .051 .055 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .296 .693 .796 .899 .448 .249 
from university 
School had 




.912 .932 .214 .054 .036 .329more important 
than degrees 
School one of 
.222 .568 .891 .407 .202best in area 
University 





High Went to 
School University level of 'Right 'Right private 
one of one of education schoor university' (1) or 
best in best in important important important state (2) Background 
area country for career for career for career school of Parents 
Hlgn 1eve1 or 
~iled) educationK2! .568 .135 .471 .116 1.000important for 
career 
'Right school' 
important for .891 .670 .471 .065 .368 
career 
'Right 
university' .407 .761 .116 .065 .391important for 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 
(2) school 
Background .202 1.000 1.000 .368 .391of Parents 
Parents had .367 .743 .627 .245 .052 .187great influence 
Upbringing 
influences .900 .810 .514 .414 .213 .598 
action today 
School 













































High Went to 
School University level of 'Right 'Right private 
one of one of education school' university' (1) or 
best in best in important important important state (2) Background 
area country for career for career for career school of Parents 
~um or 
failed) Capital 









Capital .449 .012 .409 .460 .708 .830invested in 
the Arts 
!N Un1vers1ty 
influenced very 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
much 
Work 
experience 6 6 6 6 6 6 6influences very 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
from university 
School had 
strict rules for 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
punishment 
Work 
experience is 6 6 6 6 6 6 6more important 
than degrees 
School one of 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6best in area 
University 
one of best in 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
country 
High level of 
education 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6important for 
career 
'Right school' 




6 6 6 6 6 6 6important for 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
(2) school 
Background 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6of Parents 
Parents had 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6great influence 
!Jpbringing 
Influences 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
action today 
School 
influences 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 




High Went to 
School University level of 'Right 'Right private 
one of one of education schoor university' (1) or 
best in best in important important Important state (2) Background 
area country for career for career for career school of Parents 
1{ ::sumoT 
capital 









Capital 6 6 6 6 6 6 6invested in 
Charity/Society 
Sum of 
Capital 6 6 6 6 6 6 6invested in 
Shareholders 
Sum of 





6 6 6 6 6 6 6Business 
Friends 
(internal) 
. Sum of 
Capital 
invested in 



















6 6 6 6 6 6 6invested in 
the Arts -




School Capital Sum of Capital Sum of 
Parents Upbringing influences invested invested in Capital 
had great influences actions in Board Environmental invested in 
influence action today today Members Groups Charity/Society 
rson umversny. 




influences very . 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by .665 .147 .598 .091 -.239 -.365 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .835* .246 .900* .244 .500 .139 
from university 
School had 




more important -.679 -.233 -.325 -.307 -.108 -.030 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area .453 .067 .759 .290 -.434 -.572 
University 
one of best in -.173 -.128 .083 .615 -.914* -.668 
country 
High level of 
education 
important for .254 .336 .183 .711 -.548 -.608 
career 
'Right school' 




important for .808 .595 .645 .385 .000 -.430 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents .622 -.275 .596 -.068 .000 .124 
Parents had 
great influence 1.000 .470 .881* .287 .417 -.039 
Upbringing 
influences .470 1.000 .430 .136 .307 -.528 
action today 
School 






















School capital Sum of Capital Sum of 
Parents Upbringing influences invested invested in capital 
had great influences actions in Board Environmental invested in 








































invested in .532 .391 .255 -.323 .968*' .523 
the Arts 




influences very . . 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by .149 .781 .210 .863 .648 .477 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .039 .639 .014 .641 .313 .793 
from university 
School had 




more important .138 .657 .529 .555 .838 .955 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area .367 .900 .080 .577 .390 .236 
University 















had great influences actions in Board Environmental invested in 
influence action today today Members Groups Charity/Society 
~ ed) 
H1gn 1eve1 or 
education 
important for .627 .514 .729 .113 .261 .201 
career 
'Right school' 




important for .052 .213 .166 .452 1.000 .395 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents .187 .598 .212 .898 1.000 .815 
Parents had 
great influence .347 .020 .581 .410 .942 
Upbringing 
influences .347 .395 .797 .554 .281 
action today 
School 






































mvested in .367 .097 .162 .766 .680 .023 







































School one of 
best in area 
University 
one of best in 
country 











Went to private 

















































































Capital Sum of Capital Sum of 
invested invested in Capital 
in Board Environmental invested in 
Members Groups Charity/Society 
.577 .000 .198 
.166 .488 .831 
.532 .001 .287 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 
6 6 6 




School Capital Sum of Capital Sum of 
Parents Upbringing influences invested invested in Capital 
had great influences actions in Board Environmental invested in 
influence action today today Members Groups Charity/Society 
::sum or~ 
Capital 










6 6 6 6 6 6invested in 
Charity/Society 
Sum of 


































6 6 6 6 6 6invested in 
the Arts 
"""' 
.... Page 16 
' 
Correlations 
Sum of Sum of 
Capital Capital 













Invested in invested in Friends Friends invested in Professional 



















upbringing by .394 .403 -.423 -.212 -.519 -.239 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends -.314 -.337 -.306 .118 -.298 .500 
from university 
School had 




more important -.173 .073 -.070 .768 .118 -.108 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area .195 .183 -.471 .320 -.676 -.434 
University 
one of best in .235 -.056 .160 -.033 -.360 -.914* 
country 
High level of 
education 
important for .479 -.185 .147 -.718 -.446 -.548 
career 
'Right school' 




important for .498 .000 -.332 -.635 -.630 .000 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents -.161 .302 -.264 .176 -.121 .000 
Parents had 
great influence .050 -.188 -.358 -.328 -.453 .417 
Upbringing 





.072 -.135 -.515 .026 -.651 .200 













invested in -.825* -.299 .517 .065 .872* .610 
~ .... Charity/Society 
Page 17 
Correlations 
Sum of Sum of 
Capital Capital 



















Shareholders Employees (Internal) (external) Competitors Institutes 
,son ;::,umor 
[elation~ Capital 





































-.155 -.137 -.229 -.200 .111 .968* 
~ led) Umvers1ty influenced very 
much 






upbringing by .440 .428 .404 .687 .292 .648 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .545 .514 .556 .824 .566 .313 
from university 
School had 




more important .743 .891 .896 .075 .824 .838 
than degrees 
School one of 




one of best in 
country 
















Went to private 









































































































































































Sum of Sum of 
Capital Capital 
invested invested Sum of 
Sum of Sum of in in Sum of capital 
Capital Capital Business Business Capital invested in 
invested in invested in Friends Friends invested in Professional 
Shareholders Employees (internal) (external) Competitors Institutes 
~umor 
~ led) Capital 










invested in .no .795 .662 .703 .835 .001 
the Arts 
~ Umvers1ty 




influences very 6 6 6 6 6 6 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by 6 6 6 6 6 6 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends 6 6 6 6 6 6 
from university 
School had 




more important 6 6 6 6 6 6 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area 6 6 6 6 6 6 
University 
one of best in 6 6 6 6 6 6 
country 
High level of 
education 
important for 6 6 6 6 6 6 
career 
'Right school' 




Important for 6 6 6 6 6 6 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 
(2) school 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
Background 
of Parents 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Parents had 
great influence 6 6 6 6 6 6 
~pbringing 










I ~umot ~umot 
capital capital 
invested invested Sum of 
Sum of Sum of in in Sum of capital 
capital capital Business Business capital invested in 
invested in invested in Friends Friends invested in Professional 
Shareholders Employees (internal) (external) Competitors Institutes 
,- ::sum or 
Capital 









Capital 6 6 6 6 6 6invested in 
Charity/Society 
Sum of 
Capital 6 6 6 6 6 6invested in 
Shareholders 
Sum of 






























6 6 6 6 6 6invested in ..._ the Arts 
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~ 
Correlations 





















School one of 
best in area 
University 
one of best in 
country 











Went to private 
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Correlations 
Sum of 
Capital Sum of 
invested Capital 
in invested 
lndusby in the 
Groups Arts 
;:sum orPill rson 
t:Gi telation Capital -.123 -.155invested in 
Shareholders 
Sum of 



























.338 1.000invested in 
the Arts 







upbringing by .707 .954 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .042 .331 
from university 
School had 




.558 .558more important 
than degrees 
School one of 
.431 .449best in area 
University 







capital Sum of 
invested capital 
in invested 
Industry in the 
Groups Arts 
H1gn 1eve1 or 
iled) education~ .592 .409important for 
career 
'Right school' 
important for .974 .460 
career 
'Right 
university' .266 .708 Important for 
career 
Went to private 
~1) or state 
2} school 
Background .746 .830 of Parents 
Parents had .067 .278 great influence 
Upbringing 
influences .277 .443 
action today 
School 












































Capital Sum of 
invested Capital 
in invested 
Industry in the 
Groups Arts 
;:,um or 
~ ~) Capital 









Capital .513invested in 
the Arts 
Un1vers1ty 
influenced very 6 6 
much 
Work 
experience 6 6influences very 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by 6 6 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends 6 6 
from university 
School had 
strict rules for 6 6 
punishment 
Work 
experience is 6 6more important 
than degrees 
School one of 
6 6best in area 
University 
one of best in 6 6 
country 
High level of 
education 
6 6important for 
career 
'Right school' 




6 6important for 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 6 6 
(2) school 
Background 
6 6of Parents 
Parents had 
6 6great influence 
~pbringing 
Influences 6 6 
action today 
School 
influences 6 6 
actions today """-
u Page 25 
correlatlons 
Sum of 
capital Sum of 
invested capital 
in invested 
Industry in the 
Groups Arts 
If ::;um or 
Capital 
















































invested in 6 6 ..... the Arts • 
~ Prrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
• orrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Appendix 13 






Work with School had is more 
University experience Had strict friends strict rules important 
influenced influences upbringing from for than 
very much very much by parents university punishment degrees 
rson umvers1lY. 
'elation influenced very 1.000 .295 -.788*" .450 -.102 -.056~ 
much 
Work 
experience .295 1.000 -.015 -.153 -.345 .384influences very 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by -.788*' -.015 1.000 -.138 .016 .028 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .450 -.153 -.138 1.000 -.038 .205 
from university 
School had 
strict rules for -.102 -.345 .016 -.038 1.000 -.060 
punishment 
Work 
experience is -.056 .384 .028 .205 -.060 1.000more important 
than degrees 
School one of -.037 -.213 .257 .513 -.234 .273best in area 
University 
one of best in -.315 .063 .451 .167 -.224 .664* 
country 
High level of 
education -.274 -.534 .211 -.126 .172 -.783*important for 
career 
'Right school' 




-.134 .229 .024 -.281 -.151 .176important for 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state -.165 -.098 -.252 -.436 .536 .000
(2) school 
Background 
.209 .287 .021 .287 -.585* .393of Parents 
Parents had 
-.266 .068 .372 -.528 -.254 -.443great influence 
Upbringing 
influences -.286 -.258 .119 -.684* .194 -.365 
action today 
School 




















School had Is more 
Had strict strict rules important 
for than 
Capital 


































invested in -.048 .227 .352 .336 -.415 .000 
the Arts 




influences very .378 .964 .654 .272 .218 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by .004 .964 .686 .960 .930 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .165 .654 .686 .913 .545 
from university 
School had 




more important .871 .218 .930 .545 .852 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area .913 .506 .420 .106 .464 .391 
University 






with School had 
experience 
is more 



















important for .416 .074 .511 .713 .592 .003 
career 
'Right schoor 




important for .695 .475 .942 .403 .640 .585 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state .628 .763 .429 .180 .072 1.000 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents .538 .366 .948 .391 .045 .206 
Parents had 
great influence .429 .834 .234 .095 .426 .149 
Upbringing 
influences .393 .418 .712 .020 .546 .244 
action today 
School 


















































Work with School had is more 
University experience Had strict friends strid rules important 
.L ~ - . ! . influenced influences from for than
~"'""'"~very much very much ~VIIIOII l,, ~: ...... ~"7 ..,UI llo:M Ill lVI ll UIII:J\IIVV.a 
-sum orLll 1 .... 
rM IIIRC Capital .. 










.889 .478 .262 .313 .180 1.000invested in 
the Arts 
Jf UIIIYCI;;)UJ 
influenced very 11 11 11 11 11 11 
much 
Work 
experience 11 12 12 11 12 12influences very 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by 11 12 12 11 12 12 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends 11 11 11 11 11 11 
from university 
School had , 




11 12 12 11 12 12more important 
than degrees 
School one of 
11 12 12 11 12 12best in area 
University 
one of best in 11 11 11 11 11 11 
country 
High level of 
education 
11 12 12 11 12 12important for 
career 
'Right school' 




11 12 12 11 12 12Important for 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 11 12 12 11 12 12 
(2) school 
Background 
11 12 12 11 12 12of Parents 
Parents had 
11 12 12 11 12 12great influence 
~pbringing 
Influences 11 12 12 11 12 12 
action today 
School 
influences 11 12 12 11 12 12 
~~ actions today 





















very much very much by parents university punishment d~raes 
rt'l :sum or 
Capital 


















































invested in 11 12 12 11 12 12 ..... the Arts 
Page6 
Correlations 



























nil ,....,, ur....... ~"'. 




influences very -.213 .063 -.534 .000 .229 -.098 .287 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by .257 .451 .211 .303 .024 -.252 .021 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .513 .167 -.126 -.154 -.281 -.436 .287 
from university 
School had 




more important .273 .664* -.783 .. .140 .176 .000 .393 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area 1.000 .537 -.078 .364 -.114 -.404 .611* 
University 
one of best in .537 1.000 -.282 .460 .341 -.425 .368 
country 
High level of 
education 
important for -.078 -.282 1.000 .322 .251 .107 -.585* 
career 
'Right school' 




important for -.114 .341 .251 .781 .. 1.000 .364 -.197 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 
(2) school 
-.404 -.425 .107 .333 .364 1.000 -.420 
Background 
of Parents .611* .368 -.585* .000 -.197 -.420 1.000 
Parents had 
great influence -.169 .058 .552 .278 .413 -.139 -.097 
Upbringing 
influences -.236 -.052 .641* .139 .326 .046 -.565 
action today 
School 















































I a lion ~ 
~umor 
Capital 



































invested in .250 .087 .166 .000 .040 -.430 .000 
~ the Arts 
~ ed) Un~versr~ influenced very 
much 
.913 .345 .416 .314 .695 .628 .538 
Work 
experience 
influences very .506 .853 .074 1.000 .475 .763 .366 
much 
Had strict 





.106 .623 .713 .651 .403 .180 .391 
School had 
strict rules for 
punishment 
.464 .508 .592 1.000 .640 .072 .045 
Work 
experience is 
more important .391 .026 .003 .663 .585 1.000 .206 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area .089 .810 .245 .725 .192 .035 
University 
~"-
one of best in 
country 






















state (2) Background 
area ~try for career for career for career school of Parents 
1!1 ~~~!~~or 
important for .810 .401 .308 .431 .740 .045 
career 
'Right schoor 




important for .725 .305 .431 .003 .244 .540 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state .192 .193 .740 .290 .244 .174 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents .035 .265 .045 1.000 .540 .174 
Parents had 
great influence .600 .864 .063 .381 .182 .666 .763 
Upbringing 
influences .460 .878 .025 .666 .301 .886 .056 
action today 
School 

















































































invested in .432 .799 .606 1.000 .901 .163 1.000 
the Arts 
Umvers1ty 




influences very 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 
from university 
School had 




more important 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
University 
one of best in 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 
country 
High level of 
education 
important for 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
career 
'Right school' 




Important for 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
Parents had 
great influence 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
~pbringing 
Influences 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
action today 
School 
influences 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 
~r-- actions today 
Page 10 
Correlations 
High Went to 












state (2) Background 
area country for career for career for career school of Parents 
::;umor 
Capital 






































































influence action today today Members Groups Charity/Society 
~n unrvers•ry_ 




influences very .068 -.258 -.561 -.249 .284 .219 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by .372 .119 .263 .068 -.206 .300 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends -.528 -.684* .205 .162 .020 .315 
from university 
School had 




more important -.443 -.365 -.245 .081 .371 -.203 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area -.169 -.236 .380 .671* -.170 -.281 
University 
one of best in .058 -.052 .012 .316 .149 -.357 
country 
High level of 
education 
important for .552 .641* .280 -.215 -.162 .182 
career 
'Right school' 




important for .413 .326 -.489 -.381 .673* -.157 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state -.139 .046 -.174 -.488 .350 .026 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents -.097 -.565 -.073 .653* .082 -.281 
Parents had 
great influence 1.000 .690* .024 -.194 .070 .104 
Upbringing 
influences .690* 1.000 .315 -.375 -.059 .018 
action today 
School 























School Capital Sum of Capital Sum of 
Parents Upbringing influences invested invested in Capital 
had great influences actions in Board Environmental invested in 
influence action today today Members Groups Charity/Society 
~rson ::;umor 
elation Capitalra -.346 -.138 -.029 -.098 -.320 .068invested in 
Shareholders 
Sum of 




































.834 .418 .058 .435 .371 .495influences very 
1 much 
Had strict 
upbringing by .234 .712 .406 .633 .521 .343 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .095 .020 .545 .634 .953 .345 
from university 
School had 




.149 .244 .444 .602 .235 .526more important 
than degrees 
School one of 
.600 .460 .223 .017 .596 .376best in area 
University 







School Capital Sum of Capital Sum of 
Parents Upbringing influences invested invested in Capital 
had great influences actions in Board Environmental invested in 
influence action today today Members Groups Charity/Society 
n 1gn level or 
nled) education .063 .025 .378 .502 .614 .571important for 
career 
'Right school' 
important for .381 .666 .686 .867 .265 .548 
career 
'Right 
university' .182 .301 .106 .221 .016 .627 important for 
career 
Went to private 
(1 ) or state .666 .886 .588 .107 .265 .937 
(2) school 
Background .763 .056 .821 .021 .801 .376 of Parents 
Parents had .013 .940 .546 .828 .748great influence 
Upbringing 
influences .013 .319 .230 .854 .956 
action today 
School 






































.163 .267 .294 .158 .628 .236mvested in 





School Capital Sum of Capital Sum of 
Parents Upbringing influences invested invested in Capital 
had great influences actions in Board Environmental invested in 
influence action today today Members Groups Charity/Society 
~umor 
iled) Capital~ 










.739 .739 .835 .897 .926 .281invested in 
the Arts 
~ umversny. 




12 12 12 12 12 12influences very 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by 12 12 12 12 12 12 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends 11 11 11 11 11 11 
from university 
School had 




12 12 12 12 12 12more important 
than degrees 
School one of 
12 12 12 12 12 12best in area 
University 
one of best in 11 1111 11 11 11 
country 
High level of 
education 
12 12 12 12 12 12important for 
career 
'Right school' 




12 12 12 12 12 12tmportant for 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 12 12 12 12 12 12 
(2) school 
Background 
12 12 12 12 12 12of Parents 
Parents had 
12 12 12 12 12 12great influence 
~pbringing 
tnfluences 12 12 12 12 12 12 
action today 
School 
influences 12 12 12 12 12 
actions today ""'--
12 






School Capital Sum of Capital Sum of 
Parents Upbringing influences invested invested in Capital 
had great influences actions in Board Environmental invested in 
influence action today today Members Groups Charity/Society 
~umoT 
Capital f 







































invested in 12 12 12 12 12 12 
Professional 
Institutes 
I Sum of 
Capital 






invested in 12 12 12 12 12 12 





:~ Correlations ' 
I ' ' ~ Sum of Sum of 
I 
Capital Capital 
invested invested Sum of 
Sum of Sum of in in Sum of Capital 
Capital Capital Business Business Capital invested in 
invested in invested in Friends Friends invested in Professional 








influences very -.148 .143 .104 .060 -.506 .241 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by -.099 .129 -.345 .000 -.129 .355 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends .194 -.150 -.462 -.523 -.130 -.022 
from university 
School had 




more important .052 -.137 .008 .319 -.506 -.249 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area -.005 -.696 .. -.080 .125 .266 -.231 
University 
one of best in .082 -.421 -.057 .312 -.259 -.306 
country 
High level of 
education 
important for .066 -.098 .018 -.265 .415 .102 
career 
'Right school' 




important for -.009 -.343 .398 .193 -.103 -.386 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state .243 .000 .137 .138 -.073 -.190 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents -.322 -.359 .127 .173 .235 -.346 
Parents had 
great influence -.346 -.034 .439 .057 .430 -.044 
Upbringing 
influences -.138 -.017 .485 .172 .349 .062 
action today 
School 


























....- Sum of Sum of 
Capital Capital 
invested invested Sum of 
Sum of Sum of in in Sum of Capital 
Capital Capital Business Business Capital invested in 
invested in invested in Friends Friends invested in Professional
i 





invested in 1.000 
• 
























invested in -.188 .604* -.349 -.118 -.338 1.000 
Professional 
Institutes 
Ii Sum of Capital 






















.647 .657 .747 .852 .093 .450 
Had strict 
upbringing by .760 .689 .273 1.000 .690 .258 
I parents Still contact 
with friends .567 .659 .153 .099 .704 .950 
I from university 
School had 




more important .871 .670 .981 .313 .093 .435 
I 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area .989 .012 .805 .699 .404 .471 
University 














Sum of Sum of 
Capital Capital 
invested invested Sum of 
Sum of Sum of in in Sum of Capital 
Capital Capital Business Business Capital invested in 
invested in invested in Friends Friends invested in Professional 
Shareholders Employees (internal) (external) Competitors Institutes 
rsi. 
(2-tailed) 
H1gn level ot 
education 
important for .838 
• 
.761 .957 .404 .180 .753 
career 
'Right school' 




important for .978 .274 .200 .547 .751 .215 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or sta te .447 1.000 .671 .670 .822 .554 
(2) school 
Background 
of Parents .308 .251 .695 .590 .462 .270 
Parents had 
great influence .271 .916 .154 .859 .163 .892 
Upbringing 
influences .669 .958 .110 .593 .267 .849 
action today 
School 




















































































Sum of Sum of 
Capital Capital 
invested invested Sum of 













Shareholders Employees (internal) (external) Competitors Institutes 
::>urn or 
Capital 










invested in .197 .590 .896 .403 .861 .070 
the Arts 
Umvers1ty 




influences very 12 12 12 12 12 12 
much 
Had strict 
upbringing by 12 12 12 12 12 12 
parents 
Still contact 
with friends 11 11 11 11 11 11 
from university 
School had 




more important 12 12 12 12 12 12 
than degrees 
School one of 
best in area 12 12 12 12 12 12 
University 
one of best in 11 11 11 11 11 11 
country 
High level of 
education 
important for 12 12 12 12 12 12 
career 
'Right school' 




important for 12 12 12 12 12 12 
career 
Went to private 
(1) or state 
(2) school 
12 12 12 12 12 12 
Background 
of Parents 12 12 12 12 12 12 
Parents had 
great influence 12 12 12 12 12 12 
Upbringing 
influences 12 12 12 12 12 12 
action today 
School 
influences 12 12 12 12 12 12 
actions today 
1"'\-- -





Sum of Sum of 
Capital Capital 
invested invested Sum of 













Shareholders Employees (internal) (external) Competitors Institutes 
m ~ um o t Capital 
















































invested in 12 12 12 12 12 12 
















































School one of 
best in area 
University 
one of best in 
country 











Went to private 









































































































































School one of 
best in area 
University 






























































careerI Went to private 
(1} or state 
(2} school 
Background




















Charity/SocietyI Sum of 
Capital 







































































































School one of 
best in area 
University 
one of best in 
country 











Went to private 







































































Capital Sum of 
invested Capital 
in investEki 
Industry in the I Groups Arts 
I ~urn or 
I rN' Capital 










12 12invested in 
I Charity/Society 
I Sum of 
Capital 
12 12invested in I Shareholders 
Sum of 
Capital 
12 12invested in I Employees 
Sum of 
Capital 
I invested in 12 12Business 
Friends 
(internal)I Sum of 
Capital 
invested in 
12 12BusinessI Friends 
(external) 
Sum of
I Capital 12 12invested in 
Competitors 
Sum ofI Capital 
invested in 12 12 
Professional 
InstitutesI Sum of 
Capital 





12 12I invested in 
the Arts 
· Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 



















Variables Adjusted of the 


















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
I 
I 
Sum of MeanI rModel Squares df Square F Sig. 
Kegresston 135.066 !:> 27.013 .ooo 
Residual 178.534 4 44.634I 
Total 313.600 9 
Ia. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
I lh.Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 







I ~ odel B Std. Error Beta t Sig . 
{~onstant) -9.709 34.138 - .284 .790 
Age .309 .683 .358 .453 .674
I Length of 
position held -5.8E-03 .052 -.109 -.113 .916 
(months)
I Standard 
Industry .253 1.055 .104 .239 .823 
Classification
I Highest Title 2.055 2.126 .499 .967 .389held 
Highest 
Non-Academic .428 8.417 .031 .051 .962 I ....._ Title 








Variables Adjusted of the 
~odel, Entered Highest 
Non-Aca 
















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant). Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months} 
d. All requested variables entered . 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
l KegreSSIOn 22.110 5 4.422 .439 
Residual 40.290 4 10.073 
Total 62.400 9 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant). Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






Model B Std. Error Beta Sig. 
l { l.;onstant) 9.387 16.217 .579 .594 
Age -8.7E-02 .325 -.227 -.270 .801 
Length of 
position held 5.6E-03 .025 .236 .229 .830 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry -.534 .501 -.492 -1.066 .346 
Classification 
Highest Title 
.181 1.010 .099 .180 .866held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -1.811 3.999 -.290 -.453 .674 
~ Title 


















Variables Adjusted of the 


















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
I 
I Sum of MeanI Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
Kegress1on 29.4Jf b 5.887 .339 
Residual 69.463 4 17.366I 
Total 98.900 9 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
I b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 







I odeI B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
{Constant) 2.666 21.294 .125 .906 
Age .110 .426 .226 .258 .809I Length of 
position held 7.4E-03 .032 .246 .229 .830 
(months)
I Standard 
Industry -.254 .658 -.186 -.386 .719 
Classification 
I Highest Title -.980 1.326 -.424 -.739 .501held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -3.132 5.250 -.398 -.597 .583I 
~ Title 











Variables Adjusted of the 
















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 KegreSSIOn 450.631 5 90.126 1. fb!) .;jU 1u 
Residual 204.269 4 51.067 
Total 654 .900 9 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
l {~onstant) -5.432 36.515 -.149 .889 
Age .569 .731 .456 .778 .480 
Length of 
position held 2.4E-03 .056 .031 .043 .968 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry 2.223 1.128 .632 1.970 .120 
Classification 
Highest Title 
-3.600 2.274 -.605 -1 .583 .189held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -5.375 9.003 -.266 -.597 .583 
--._ Title 




























Adjusted of the 


















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
~·Method: Enter 
b. Independent Variables: {Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
I Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 KegreSSIOn 87.823 5 17.565 .412 .B22u 
Residual 170.577 4 42.644 
Total 258.400 9 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
t~onstant) 10.826 33.368 .324 .762 
Age 9.5E-02 .668 .121 .142 .894 
Length of 
position held -3.3E-02 .051 -.671 -.644 .554 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry -.856 1.031 -.387 -.830 .453 
Classification 
Highest Title 
-.476 2.078 -.127 -.229 .830held 
Highest 
Non-Academic 5.383 8.228 .424 .654 .549 
~ Title 










Variables Adjusted of the 
Entered Removed R R Square R Square EstimateModel 


















a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b.Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1, t-<.egress1on 80.556 5 16.111 1.347 .398u 
Residual 47.844 4 11.961 
Total 128.400 9 
I 
a.Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






Model- B Std . Error Beta Sig. ~L-onstant) 41.634 17.672 2.356 .078 
Age -.790 .354 -1.429 -2.233 .089 
length of 
position held 3.8E-02 .027 1.110 1.418 .229 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry -.257 .546 -.165 -.471 .662 
Classification 
Highest Title 
1.517 1.101 .576 1.378 .240held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -.514 4.357 -.057 -.118 .912 
~ Title 
















































a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
.1 Kegress1on 47.045 5 9.409 1.008 .511u 
Residual 37.355 4 9.339 
~ Total 84.400 9 
Ia. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
{l;onstant) 6.188 1o.o1o ,j9t) .712 
Age -.219 .312 -.490 -.702 .521 
Length of 
position held -7.8E-03 .024 -.280 -.328 .759 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry -.494 .483 -.391 -1.023 .364 
Classification 
Highest Title 
.957 .973 .448 .984 .381held 
Highest 
Non-Academic 6.468 3.850 .891 1.680 .168 
... ..._ Title 




























a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered . 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Kegress1on 13.303 5 2.661 .341 
Residual 31.197 4 7.799 
Total 44.500 9 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
l { L.onstant) 6.937 14.270 .486 .652 
Age -.144 .286 -.444 -.506 .640 
Length of 
position held 6.7E-03 .022 .332 .310 .772 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry .199 .441 .217 .451 .676 
Classification 
Highest Title 
.746 .889 .481 .839 .449held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -.397 3.519 -.075 -.113 .916 
....._ Title 





Variables il ' Adjusted 
Std. Error 
of the 


















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
I Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 KegreSSIOn 1.013 5 .215 .254 .9QQU 
Residual 3.027 4 .757 
Total 4.100 9 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 




































-.854 -.n5 .482 
-.241 -.489 .650 
-.166 -.282 .792 
.598 .873 .432 





Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title , Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA8 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 KegreSSIOn 13.443 5 2.689 .308 
Residual 34.957 4 8.739 
Total 48.400 9 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
{~onstant) -4.125 15.106 -.273 .798 
Age .191 .302 .562 .631 .562 
Length of 
position held -1.2E-02 .023 -.590 -.542 .617 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry -.236 .467 -.247 -.507 .639 
Classification 
Highest Title 
-.432 .941 -.267 -.459 .670held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -1.731 3.725 -.315 -.465 .666 
........_ Title 




















Model B Std. Error Beta 
\~Onstam) ~.~/1 '2-.bllI Age -6.3E-02 .054 -1 .019 
Length of 
position held 3.7E-03 .004 .971 
(months)I 
Standard 
Industry 2.5E-02 .083 .142 
ClassificationI Highest Title 
.110 .167 .373held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -.277 .660 -.277I 
~ Title 







I I ' Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 


















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
1
b. Method: Enter 
I 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 KegreSSIOO .502 5 .100 .366 .asou 
Residual 1.098 4 .274 
Total 1.600 9 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 



























I- Model Summary"L-b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable: University influenced very much 
Ib. Method: Enter 
1c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
1 Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Sq 1res df Square F Sig. 
~·~l-----~Keg~lre~S~S~IO~n-+~~7~.302~-----~5~~T1.4~60~--~2~./~bU~--~.2~:1~,6~I 0 
Residual 1.587 3 .529 
Total 8.889 8 
a. Dependent Variable: University influenced very much 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 

















I Age -4.2E-02 .089 -.280 -.471 .670 
Length of 
I position held 5.2E-03 .006 .567 .883 .442 
(months) 
Standard 




held -7.7E-02 .327 -.088 -.236 .829 
Highest 
Non-Academic -2.753 .917 -1.152 -3.004 .057 ..__ Title 
·Dependent Variable: University influenced very much 
Page 1 
Regression 




Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable : Work experience influences very much 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, Age, 
Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered . 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Kegressron 2.140 5 .4~tl 
Residual .260 4 6.5E-02 
Total 2.400 9 
a. Dependent Variable: Work experience influences very much 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, Age, 


















B Std. Error~odeI Beta 
(Umstant) 7.110 1.302if 
Age ·2.7E-02 .026 -.360 
Length of 
position held 5.6E-03 .002 1.195 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry -.182 .040 -.853 
Classification 
Highest TiUe 
6.9E-02 .081 .191held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -.819 .321 -.668 
Title 






































Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable: Had strict upbringing by parents 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Va riables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, Age, 
Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested va riables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 t<egress1on 7.371 5 1.474 5.728 .ossu 
Residual 1.029 4 .257 
Total 8.400 9 
a. Dependent Variable: Had strict upbringing by parents 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, Age, 











B Std. Error Beta t Sig. Model 
({.;Onstant) -J.oor l.o~l -1.411 .231 
Age 8.3E-02 .052 .586 1.597 .186 
Length of 
position held -4.4E-03 .004 -.500 -1.115 .327 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry -9.3E-02 .080 -.233 -1 .158 .311 
Classification 
Highest Title -.116 .161 -.172 -.717 .513held 
Highest 
Non-Academic 1.999 .639 .872 3.128 .035 
Title 












Variables Adjusted of the 


















a. Dependent Variable: Still contact with friends from university 
b. Method : Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, Age, 
1 Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
1 
I Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
Kegress1on 4.11;3'2. 5 .958 2.381 .253° 
Residual 1.208 3 .403 
Total 6.000 8 
a. Dependent Variable : Still contact with friends from university 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, Age, 














B Std. Error Beta t Sig.Model 
{l,,OStant) 5.446 J.9bH 1.372 .2541 
Age -1.9E-02 .078 -.152 -.241 .825 
Length of 
position held 2.0E-03 .005 .270 .397 .718 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry .318 .141 .932 2.251 .110 
Classification 
Highest Title -.463 .285 -.643 -1.624 .203held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -1.828 .799 -.931 -2.287 .106 
Title 













Variables Adjusted of the 


















a. Dependent Variable: Still contact with friends from university 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title. Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Kegresston 4.792 5 .958 2.381 .253u 
Residual 1.208 3 .403 
Total 6 .000 8 
a. Dependent Variable : Still contact with friends from university 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






~odeI B Std . Error Beta t Sig.
1 tconstant) 5.446 3.968 1.372 .264 
Age -1.9E-02 .078 -.152 -.241 .825 
Length of 
position held 2.0E-03 .005 .270 .397 .718 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry .318 .141 .932 2.251 .110 
Classification 
Highest Title 
-.463 .285 -.643 -1.624 .203held 
Highest 
1 
Non-Academic -1.828 .799 -.931 -2.287 .106 
~ Title 








Variables Adjusted of the 
















a. Dependent Variable: School had strict rules for punishment 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: {Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 







Square F Sig. 
KegreSSIOn 2.~12 5 .582 .497 .fb~IJ 
Residual 4.688 4 1.172 
Total 7.600 9 
a. Dependent Variable: School had strict rules for punishment 
b. Independent Variables: {Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






t Sig.I IITI_od_el--~~~~r---4-~~B~~~S~td~.~E~rr~o~r~~B~e~ta~~--~~~--~~~ 
~ ~onstamJ 1.343 o.oJ2 .243 .820 
Age 4.1 E-05 .111 .000 .000 1.000 
Length of 
position held -5.2E-03 .008 -.623 -.619 .569 
{months) 
Standard 
Industry .142 .171 .374 .830 .453 
Classification 
Highest Title 
-.221 .345 -.346 -.643 .555held 
Highest 
Non-Academic 1.575 1.364 .723 1.155 .313 
..__ Title 






' Model Summary1·b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable: Work experience is more important than degrees 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
1: I 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Jodel Squares df Square F Sig. 
KegreSSIOn :l.680 5 .536 
11 Residual 9.720 4 2.430 
Total 12.400 9 
a.Dependent Variable: Work experience is more important than degrees 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 







Model B Std . Error Beta Sig."-[1 t~onsrant) 8.097 7.960 1.016 .367 
Age -.105 .159 -.613 -.661 .545 
Length of 
position held 7.5E-03 .012 .704 .620 .569 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry -.155 .246 -.321 -.631 .562 
Classification 
Highest Title 
.293 .496 .358 .591 .586held 
Highest 
' Non-Academic .434 1.964 .156 .221 .836 
~ Title 
























' Model Summa.y'·b 
.!!-___,.----r--~--.----r-----, 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable: School one of best in area 
p. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
~.All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
I Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 KegreSSIOn 5.2Ul 0 1.041 .4btl .7tlbu 
Residual 8.893 4 2.223 
Total 14.100 9 
a. Dependent Variable: School one of best in area 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic TiUe, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 







!!odeI B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
I \\.,;Onstam) .617 7.619 .081 .939 
I" Age 2.9E-02 .152 .161 .193 .856 
Length of 
position held 2.7E-03 .012 .235 .231 .829 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry .128 .235 .248 .544 .615 
Classification 
Highest Title 
.319 .475 .366 .672 .538held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -.234 1.879 -.079 -.125 .907 
r---_ Title 
a. Dependent Variable: School one of best in area 
Page 1 






Variables Adjusted of the 


















a. Dependent Variable: University one of best in country 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age , Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 KegreSSIOn 6.501 5 1.300 .339 .863U 
Residual 11.499 3 3.833 
Total 18.000 8 
a. Dependent Variable: University one of best in country 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 

















Age -4.7E-02 .239 -.220 -.196 .857 
Length of 
position held -8.4E-04 .016 -.065 -.053 .961 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry .250 .436 .423 .573 .607 
Classification 
Highest Title 
held -.871 .880 -.698 -.990 .395 
Highest 
Non-Academic 1.045 2.467 .307 .424 .700 
Title 







Variables Adjusted of the 
















a.Dependent Variable : High level of education important for career 
~ · Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
II 
: ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
l t-<.egress1on 3.621 5 .1'2.4 .484 .777u 
Residual 5.979 4 1.495 
Total 9.600 9 
a. Dependent Variable: High level of education important for career 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






~del 8 Std. Error Beta 
l {(..;onsrant) 1.508 6.247 
Age 4.5E-02 .125 .300 
Length of 
position held -5.2E-03 .010 -.553 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry .272 .193 .638 
Classification 
Highest Title 
held -.392 .389 -.544 
Highest 
Non-Academic .237 1.540 .097 
....__ Title 

















Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable : 'Right school' important for career 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Kegressron 1.090 5 .;l1tl .~uu .tl~1 u 
Residual 2.910 4 .727 
Total 4 .000 9 
a. Dependent Variable: 'Right school' important for career 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






~odeI 8 Std. Error Beta 
1 
l~onstant) 1.138 4.~btl 
Age 1.1 E-02 .087 .109 
Length of 
position held 2.2E-03 .007 .360 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry 3.2E-02 .135 .117 
Classification 
Highest Title 
held -8.5E-03 .271 -.018 
Highest 
Non-Academic 5.8E-02 1.075 .037 
........_ Title 
















I ' Model Summarya.b 
I Std. Error Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable: 'Right university' important for career 
b. Method: Enter 
~.Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
~ . All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
I~ ode! Squares df Square F Sig. 
KegreSSIOn 1.bUI 5 .;jU1 .14U .~f;jU 
Residual 8.593 4 2.148 
Total 10.100 9 
~· Dependent Variable: 'Right university' important for career 
p. Independent Variables: (Constant}, Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 







Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.-1 ~l,onstant) b.t>Bb 1.45~ .lb9 .49U 
Age -5.0E-02 .150 -.325 -.337 .753 
Length of 
position held 4.9E-03 .011 .513 .434 .687 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry -1.4E-02 .231 -.033 -.062 .954 
Classification 
Highest Title 
-.148 .466 -.201 -.318 .767held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -.443 1.847 -.176 -.240 .822 
:---- Title 







Variables Adjusted of the 

















a.Dependent Variable: Parents had great influence 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 




















a. Dependent Variable: Parents had great influence 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig . 
1 \~Onsta nt ) 7.780 l.f f"L 1.001 .373 
Age -4.9E-02 .156 -.280 -.316 .768 
Length of 
position held 5.3E-03 .012 .486 .448 .678 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry -6.5E-02 .240 -.133 -.273 .799 
Classification 
Highest Title 
-.264 .484 -.316 -.545 .615held 
Highest 
Non-Academic -.395 1.916 -.139 -.206 .847 .....__ Title 







Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable: Upbringing influences action today 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
df requested variables entered. 
I Sum of Mean 
~del Squares df Square F Sig . 
t<egress1on 8.614 !:> 1.fLJ 1.605 .J33u 
Residual 4.286 4 1.071 
Total 12.900 9 
a. Dependent Variable: Upbringing influences action today 
b. ndependent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






8 Std. Error Beta Sig. 
tl-onstam) 12.445 o.LB9 L.Jo3 .078 
Age -.173 .106 -.985 -1.631 .178 
Length of 
position held 3.7E-03 .008 .341 .462 .668 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry .229 .163 .464 1.401 .234 
Classification 
Highest Title 
-.357 .329 -.428 -1.084 .339held 
Highest 
Non-Academic .831 1.304 .293 .637 .559 
.... .._ Title 





Variables Adjusted of the 
Model,. Entered Highest 
Non-Aca 
















a. Dependent Variable: School influences actions today 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title , Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 
Age, Length of position held (months) 
d. All requested variables entered. 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 KegreSSIOn 4.037 5 .507 .352 ,54QU 
Residual 8.463 4 2.116 
Total 12.500 9 
a. Dependent Variable: School influences actions today 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Highest Non-Academic Title, Standard Industry Classification, Highest Title held, 






Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.-1 {l,;onstant) .757 7.433 .100 .~21 
Age 9.4E-03 .149 .054 .063 .953 
Length of 
position held -8.3E-03 .011 -.773 -.733 .504 
(months) 
Standard 
Industry .185 .230 .381 .807 .465 
Classification 
Highest Title 




1 Non-Academic 1.987 1.833 .711 1.084 .339 
~ Title 






















egression Ge~an Responde~ts 
pbringing aga1nst fields 
est for model fit and explanatory power 
Model Summa,Y·b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 


















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
I 
b. Method: Enter 
c~ Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
great influence, Background of Parents 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 100.455 4 25.114 .593 .736b 
Residual 42.378 1 42.378 
Total 142.833 5-
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b.Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 














Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
(Constant) 50.135 31.284 1.603 .355I: 
Had strict 
upbringing 5.432 5.243 1.389 1.036 .489 
by parentsII Background -15.054 10.568 -3.085 -1.425 .390of Parents 
Parents 
had great 6.676 4.556 2.199 1.465 .381 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences -7.838 5.971 -1 .949 -1.313 .414 
action today
I, a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
1 ~egression 
"..,.-- Model Summa,Y•! ! '~~----~--~b--~~--~ 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 





I today, Had strict 
upbringi 
ng by 








a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Method: Enter 
\ 
C. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
great influence, Background of Parents 









I""" Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
~ Regression 314.495 4 78.624 232.727 .049b 
1, : Residual .338 1 .338 
!i: 
1'1 Total 314.833 5 -a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict u pbringing by parents, Parents had 






• Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) -18.851 2.793 -6.749 .094 
Had strict 
upbringing 4.676 .468 .805 9.988 .064 
by parents 
Background 
2.041 .944 .282 2.163 .276
of Parents 
Parents 
had great -5.507 .407 -1.222 -13.536 .047 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences 7.128 .533 1.194 13.372 .048 
action today 
I 










Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
great influence, Background of Parents 

















Residual 12.162 1 12.162 
Total 183.333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 







B Std. Error Beta t Sig . Model 
(Constant) -22.108 16.759 -1.319 .413 
Had strict 
upbringing -.946 2.809 -.213 -.337 .793 
by parents 
Background 
13.243 5.661 2.396 2.339 .257
of Parents 
Parents 
had great -8.041 2.441 -2.338 -3.294 .188 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences 7.770 3.199 1.706 2.429 .249 
action today 




Variables Adjusted of the 


















j· Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
J· Method: Enter 
·Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
great influence, Background of Parents\ 



















Sum of Mean 
1 
Squares df Square F Sig. 
"""" 
Model 
Regression 288.365 4 72.091 44.089 .112°T 
; Residual 1.635 1 1.635 
I Total 290.000 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strictu pbringing by parents, Parents had 








Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig_. 
I 1 (Constant) 81.527 6.145 13.267 .048 
Had strict 
upbringing 5.486 1.030 .984 5.327 .118 
by parentsI 
Background 
-20.311 2.076 -2.921 -9.785 .065of Parents 
I Parents 
had great 8.385 .895 1.939 9.369 .068 
influence 
UpbringingI 
influences -13.818 1.173 -2.412 -11.782 .054 
action today

















Variables Adjusted of the 















und of c d 
Parents · 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
J. Method: Enter 
c 1 1ndependent Variables: (Constant}, Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
I great influence, Background of Parents 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA11 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 167.838 4 41.959 1.604 .526b 
Residual 26.162 1 26 .162 
Total 194.000 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 

















B Std. Error Beta t Sig.Model 
(Constant) -35.108 24.581 -1.428 .3891 
Had strict 
upbringing -7.946 4.119 -1.743 -1.929 .304 
by parents 
Background 
18.243 8.303 3.208 2.197 .272
of Parents 
ParentsII 




influences 7.520 4.691 1.605 1.603 .355 
action today 







I Adjusted of theVariables 




I es action 
today, 
Had strictI upbringi 
ng by .894 .798 -.008 1.5112I parents, 
Parents 
had greatI influenc 
e, 
I 11 Backg ro 
und of 
...... Parentsc,d
I a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: Enter 
\ 
{ Independent Variables: (Constant}, Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
~~ . great influence, Background of Parents
I 








l ANOVA8 ' 
~ Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 9.050 4 2.262 .991 .628° 
Residual 2.284 1 2.284 
Total 11 .333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strictupbringing by parents, Parents had 






Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) 8.986 7.262 1.237 .433 
Had strict 
upbringing -.243 1.217 -.221 -.200 .874 
by parents 
Background 
-1 .095 2.453 -.796 -.446 .733of Parents 
Parents 
had great .682 1.058 .798 .645 .635 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences -1 .466 1.386 -1.294 -1.058 .482 
action today 




















Variables Adjusted of the 


















1a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
I 
b. Method: Enter 
I c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
great influence, Background of Parents 
I d. All requested variables entered. 
I 
ANOVA3 
I Sum of Mean 
nodeI Squares df Square F Sig.
I 1\ Regression 22.216 4 5.554 .714 .698° 
Residual 7.784 1 7.784
I Total 30.000 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
I b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents; Parents had 



















Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
(Constant) -6.486 13.408 ·.484 .713 
Had strict 
upbringing ·2.757 2.247 ·1.538 -1.227 .435 
by parents 
Background 
of Parents 2.595 4.529 1.160 .573 .669 
Parents 
had great .568 1.953 .408 .291 .820 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences 1.216 2.559 .660 .475 .718 
action today 




Variables Adjusted of the 
















1 und of 
l. Parentsc,d 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
cl. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
great influence, Background of Parents 



















"' Sum of Mean Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 42.887 4 10.722 1.269 .575° 
Residual 8.446 1 8.446 
I~ Total 51 .333 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strictupbringing by parents, Parents had 






~ ~ del B Std. Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) 4.257 13.966 .305 .812 
Had strict 
upbringing -.378 2.341 -.161 -.162 .898
I by parents 
Background 
-2.203 4.718 -.753 -.467 .722I of Parents 
ParentsI had great 2.784 2.034 1.530 1.369 .402 
influenceI 
Upbringing 
I influences -.892 2.665 -.370 -.335 .794 
action today 


























' Model Summaryl·b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 















und of c d 
Parents · 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum or Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
great influence, Background of Parents 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 7.955 4 1.989 .408 .808b 
Residual 4.878 1 4.878 
Total 12.833 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b.Independent Variables: {Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 





























odeI B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
(Constant) -4.635 10.614 -.437 .738 
Had strict 
upbringing -1.432 1.779 -1 .222 -.805 .568 
by parents 
Backg round 
of Parents 1.554 3.585 1.063 .433 .740 
Parents 
had great .324 1.546 .356 .210 .868 
in flu ence 
Upbringing 
infl uences .838 2.026 .695 .414 .750 
action today 
.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
Model Summa,-ya.b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 


















a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
0·Method: Enter 
C. independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
great influence, Background of Parents 









Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
Regression 2.468 4 .617 .714 .698b1 
Residual .865 1 .865 
Total 3.333 5 
I -a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strictu pbringing by parents, Parents had 
great inftuence. Background of Parents 
Page 15 





Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) -2.162 4.469 -.484 .713 
Had strict 
upbringing -.919 .749 -1 .538 -1.227 .435 
by parents 
Background 
.865 1.510 1.160 .573 .669of Parents 
Parents 
had great .189 .651 .408 .291 .820 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences .405 .853 .660 .475 .718 
action today 


















Variables Adjusted of the 

















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant). Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents had 
I.great influence, Background of Parents 






Sum of Mean 
I ~ode I Squares df Square F Sig . 
Regression 7.793 4 1.948 .641 .720° 
I Residual 3.041 1 3.041 
Total 10.833 5
I ~· Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Parents hadI 





















1 Model B Std. Error Beta t 
(Constant) 4.446 8.380 .531 
Had strict 




.122 2.831 .091 .043 
Parents 
had great .730 1.220 .873 .598 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences -.865 1.599 -.781 -.541 
action today 
.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
egression 
ge/Length of Service against fields 
Model Summa,Y•b 
Variables Adjusted 
Model Entered Removed R R Square R Square 
1 Length of 
position .504 .254 -.243 
held , Aqec 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b.Method: Enter 
c.Independent Variables: (Constant). Length of position held, Age 
d.All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 .... 
Sum of Mean 
~del Squares df Square F 
Regression 36.275 2 18.137 .511 
Residual 106.559 3 35.520 
~oo.... Total 142.833 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 


































odeI B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
(Constant) 33.999 52.116 .652 .561 
Age -.591 1.119 -.591 -.528 .634 
Length of 
position .107 .125 .959 .857 .455 
held 
~ . D ependen t Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 





Variables Adjusted of the
I Model Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 
1 Length of 
position .395 .156 -.406 9.4090 
I I held Agee 
I a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
~· Method: Enter 
1 c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held, Ag e 
d. All requested variables entered. 
I 
ANOVA1 













Residual 265.590 3 88.530 
Total 314.833 5 
·Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 






- Stan dar 
dized 
U nstandardized Coefficie 
Coefficients nts 
Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
(Constant) -46.937 82.278 -.570 .608 
Age 1.262 1.766 .850 .714 .527 
Length of 
position -.145 .197 -.875 -.735 .516 
held 




Variables Adjusted of the 
Model Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 
Length of 
position .710 .504 .174 5.5030 
held Aqec 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b.Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held, Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
~odeI Squares df Square F Sig.
1 Regression 92.484 2 46 .242 1.527 .349° 
Residual 90.849 3 30.283 
...._ Total 183.333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held, Age 




















Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Slg. 
(Constant) -45.598 48.121 -.948 .413 
Age 1.482 1.033 1.308 1.435 .247 
Length of 
position -.199 .115 -1.577 -1.729 .182 
held 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
~gression 
I Model Summaryll·b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 
odeI Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 
Length of 
position .861 .741 .568 5.0056 
held Agee 
.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
.Method: Enter 
I . Independent Variables: {Constant), Length of position held, Age 
. All requested variables entered. 
\ 
\ ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
\ Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 214.833 2 107.416 4.287 .132b 
\ Residual 75.167 3 25.056 
-.... Total 290.000 5l ,r---~~----~~~~--~~----._____.___~ 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 

















U nstandardized Coefficie 
Coefficients nts 
Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 124.118 43.772 2.836 .066 
Age -2.598 .940 -1.823 -2.764 .070 
Length of 
position .304 .105 1.916 2.905 .062 
held 





Variables Adjusted of the 
Model Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 
Length of 
position .861 .740 .567 4.0967 
held Aqec 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant) , Length of position held, Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regression 143.652 2 71.826 4.280 .132° 
Residual 50.348 3 16.783 
..... Total 194.000 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 






















B Std. Error Beta Sig. 
(Constant) -23.444 35.824 -.654 .560 
Age .803 .769 .689 1.044 .373 
Length of 
position -.185 .086 -1.421 -2.153 .120 
held 
odeI 




Variables Adjusted of the 
[ 
Model Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 
Length of 
position .660 .435 .058 1.4610 
held Aqec 
I ~:·Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: EnterI 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held, Age 




Sum of Mean 
I OdeI Squares df S_quare F Sig_. 
Regression 4.929 2 2.465 1.155 .425b 
I Residual 6.404 3 2.135 
Total 11.333 5I 
·Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
















Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
(Constant) 20.305 12.776 1.589 .2101" 
Age -.413 .274 -1.467 -1.507 .229 
Length of 
position 4.4E-02 .031 1.399 1.436 .246 
held 






Variables Adjusted of the 
Model Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 
Length of 
position .342 .117 -.471 2.9713 
held, Aqec 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b.Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held, Age 
d.All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regression 3.515 2 1.757 .199 .830b 
Residual 26.485 3 8.828 
.... Total 30.000 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 























~odel B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 {Constant) 1.276 25.982 .049 .964 
Age -3.4E-02 .558 -.074 -.061 .955 
Length of 
position 2.1E-02 .062 .407 .334 .760 
held 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
egression 
I Model Summa,Y·b 
I Std. Error Variables Adjusted of the 
Model Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 




.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
.Method: EnterI 
·Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held, Age I ·All requested variables entered. 
I I 
I ANOVA3 
Sum of MeanI Mdel Squares df Square F Sig. 
1, Regression 13.410 2 6.705 .530 .635bI I Residual 37.923 3 12.641 
Total 51 .333 5I --
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 



















Model 8 Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
(Constant) -11 .946 31.091 -.384 .7261 
Age .264 .667 .441 .396 .719 
Length of 
position 5.2E-03 .074 .077 .069 .949 
held 





Variables Adjusted of the 
Model Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 
Length of 
position .477 .228 -.287 1.8178 
held , Aqec 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held, Age 
d.All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
~del 











Residual 9.914 3 3.305 
Total 12.833 5 
,. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
















odel B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
(Constant) -3.595 15.896 -.226 .836 
Age 7.0E-02 .341 .235 .206 .850 
Length of 
position 8.5E-03 .038 .255 .224 .837 
held 





I Variables Adjusted of the 
odeI Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 
Length of 
I position held Aoec .342 .117 -.471 .9904 
I 
.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
.Method: Enter 
. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held, Age 
.All requested variables entered. 
I 
ANOVA3 
I Sum of Mean 
Mdel Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression .391 2 .195 .199 
Residual 2.943 3 .981I 
Total 3.333 5 
c. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 













Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) .425 8.661 .049 .964 
Age -1.1E·02 .186 -.074 -.061 .955 
Length of 
position 6.9E-03 .021 .407 .334 .760 
held 




Variables Adjusted of the 
Model Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 
1 Length of 
position .471 .222 -.297 1.6766 
held Aqec 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held, Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 2.400 2 1.200 .427 .687b 
Residual 8.433 3 2.811 
.... Total 10.833 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 








Beta t Sig. 
.777 .494 
-.851 -.744 .511 
3.2E-02 .035 1.040 .910 .430 
egression 
niversity against Fields 
Variables 






























.942 .887 .437 4.0089 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b.Method: Enter 
I 0 1· n.dependent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
With friends from university, University influenced very much 







Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
Regression 126.762 4 31.690 1.972 
Residual 16.071 1 16.071 
Total 142.833 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 



































1.155 1.752 .330 
-.415 -.731 .598 
-.162 -.276 .829 
.124 .328 .798 








Variables Adjusted of the 








y one of 
best in 
country, 












. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
. Method: Enter 
Independent Variables : (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
with friends from university, University influenced very much 
·All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
.E_del Squares df Square F Sig. 
Regression 176.548 4 44.137 .319 .849b 
:I Residual 138.286 1 138.286 
Total 314.833 5 
· Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
ln.dependent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
Wtth friends from university, University influenced very much 
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Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
T (Constant) 16.000 68 .063 .235 .853 
University 












important 4.619 4.685 .736 .986 .505 
for ca reer 





























y one of 
best in 
country, 






I y, Universit 
I influenc 
y 
li ed ve~d 
much·I 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
I b. Method: Enter 
I I~ C. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
I with friends from university, University influenced very much 
d. All requested variables entered. 
I 
I ANOVA1 
Sum of MeanI ~odel Squares df Square F Sig. 
Regression 154.762 4 38.690 1.354 .561b 
\ Residual 28.571 1 28.571 
Total 183.333 5I 
·Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
\ 
-ln_dependent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 




















B Std. Error Beta t Sig.Model 
(Constant) 86.000 30.938 2.780 .220 
University 












1.190 2.130 .249 .559 .675
important 
for career 












































Variables Adjusted of the 








y one of 
best in 
country, 












.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
. Method: Enter 
Independent Variables : (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
with friends from university, University influenced very much 
'I All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
Regression 104.214 4 26.054 .140 .944b 
Residual 185.786 1 185.786 
Total 290 .000 5-
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. ln.dependent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 















Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1" (Constant) -29.500 78.891 -.374 .772 
University 













-1 .952 5.430 -.324 -.360 .780 
for career 


































Variables Adjusted of the 








y one of 
best in 
country, 












a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
.Method: Enter 
'· Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
with friends from university, University influenced very much 
.All requested variables entered. 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
Regression 170.857 4 42.714 1.846 
Residual 23.143 1 23.143 
Total 194.000 5 
·Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
·'n.dep~ndent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 1 
















Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
'T (Constant) 47.000 27.844 1.688 .340 
University 












-4.095 1.917 -.832 -2.137 .279
important 
for career 



























Variables Adjusted of the 

























a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
with friends from university, University influenced very much 
d. All requested variables entered. 
II, , ANOVA1 
_, 














Residual 5.786 1 5.786 
'I ..... Total 11.333 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 









Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 4.500 13.922 .323 .801 
University 













-.619 .958 -.520 -.646 .635 
for career 





















I Model Summa,Y·b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 
























~ . Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
. Method: EnterI 
.Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
I with friends from university, University influenced very much 





Sum of Mean 
\ ~odeI Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 30.000 4 7.500 2.3E+15 .ooob 
\ 
Residual 3.3E-15 1 3.3E-15 
\ ~ Total 30.000 5 
1 J·Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
'~b . rn.dep~ndent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact















dizedI Unstandardized Coefficie 
Coefficients nts 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.' 
1 (Constant) 1.0E-14 .000 .000 1.000 
University 












3.3E-17 .000 .000 .000 1.000 
Important 
for career 


































y one of 
best in 
country, 












Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
Method: Enter 
Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
with friends from university, University influenced very much 
\ 




ares df s are F 
\ Regression 4 12.815 179.417 
Residual 7.1 E-02 1 7.1E-02 
\ Total 51 .333 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
\ 
b.Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
\ 



















Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) -24.500 1.547 -15.838 .040 
University 












important .476 .106 .188 4.472 .140 
for career 



















I Model Summa,Y·b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 








y one of 
best in 
country, 












.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts I 
.Method: EnterI 
1·1ndependent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
I with friends from university, University influenced very much 
d. All requested variables entered. I 
I 
ANOVAaI 
Sum of MeanI ~odel Squares df Square F Sig. 
I Regression 12.833 4 3.208 2.7E+15 .ooob 
Residual 1.4E-15 1 1.4E-15I II Total 12.833 5 
8I ·Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. ln.dependent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact I 




























































Variables Adjusted of the 
Model 
r-. ~ 
























a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
with friends from university, University influenced very much 
d. All requested variables entered. 
Sum of an 
~el Squares df Square F Sig. 
Regression 3.333 4 .833 4.5E+15 
Residual .000 1 .000 
- Total 3.333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 










Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 1.9E-15 .000 .000 1.000 
University 













7.3E-18 .000 .000 .000 1.000 
for career 






Variables Adjusted of the 








y one of 
best in 
country, 












a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 
with friends from university, University influenced very much 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
~ode I Squares df Square F Sig. 
~I Regression 6.262 4 1.565 .342 .837b 
Residual 4.571 1 4.571 
... Total 10.833 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University one of best in country, Still contact 










Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 5.000 12.375 .404 .756 
University 












important -.476 .852 -.409 -.559 .675 
for career 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
egression 






Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
important for career, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 122.768 4 30.692 1.530 .536° 
Residual 20.065 1 20.065 
Total 142.833 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 









Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig. 




2.951 1.357 .967 2.175 .274 
punishment 
School one 









-.499 2.853 -.114 -.175 .890 
today 







Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
important for career, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
Regression 172.406 4 43.101 .303 .857° 
Residual 142.428 1 142.428 
Total 314.833 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 











Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 




-1.690 3.616 -.373 -.467 .722 
punishment 
School one 










-2.083 7.601 -.322 -.274 .830 
today 






Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
important for career, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
~ Regression 177.644 4 44.411 7.806 .262b 
Residual 5.689 1 5.689 
- Total 183.333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
0·~ndependent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 







































-2.920 1.519 -.591 -1.922 .305 




Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Method: Enter 
C. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
important for career, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 280.806 4 70.202 7.636 .264b 
Residual 9.194 1 9.194 
... Total 290.000 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 












3.905 .919 .898 4.251 .147 
punishment 
School one 










-4.119 1.931 -.662 -2.133 .279 





Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external} 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant}, School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
important for career, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA1 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 161.136 4 40.284 1.226 .583b 
Residual 32.864 1 32.864 
Total 194.000 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external} 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 












-2.737 1.737 -.769 -1 .576 .360 
punishment 
School one 










.676 3.651 .133 .185 .883 
tod 






Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
important for career, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 7.280 4 1.820 .449 .790° 
Residual 4.053 1 4.053 
Total 11.333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant}, School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 








Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig_. 
""' 1 (Constant) 4.016 3.469 1.158 .453 
School had 
strict rules 
for .273 .610 .317 .447 .732 
punishment 
School one 










-.431 1.282 -.351 -.336 .794 
today 








Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
important for career, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
I Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 28.284 4 7.071 4.121 .352b 
Residual 1.716 1 1.716 - Total 30.000 5 a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 








Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 




-.473 .397 -.338 -1.192 .444 
punishment 
School one 









actions 2.973 .834 1.486 3.563 .174 
today 






Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
important for career, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA1 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 48.367 4 12.092 4.077 .354b 
Residual 2.966 1 2.966 
Total 51.333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 






Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
important for career, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
m of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
,1 Regression 12.193 4 3.048 4.757 .330b 
Residual .641 1 .641 
Total 12.833 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Independent Variables: {Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 











































1.817 .510 1.389 3.563 .174 









Variables Adjusted of the 














I for career, 
School 
one of 
best inI areac,d 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Method: Enter I 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
important for career, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. I 
I ANOVA
3 
m of an 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
11 Regression 3.143 4 .786 4.121 .352° 
Residual .191 1 .191 
..... Total 3.333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 










Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 




-.158 .132 -.338 -1.192 .444 
punishment 
School one 










.278 1.486 3.563 .174 
today 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
egression 
Page 69 
f Model Summa.Y·b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 





















a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Method: Enter 
1 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 
. important for career, School one of best in area 
,!1 d.All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 4.949 4 1.237 .210 .905° 
Residual 5.884 1 5.884 
______--'-___;,~.;;.....J...-----.........--__._____...____[i Total 10.833 5-
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, School had strict rules for punishment, 'Right school' 


















































Variables Adjusted of the 






















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
Regression 126.138 3 42.046 5.037 .170° 
Residual 16.696 2 8.348 
Total 142.833 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 






























































Variables Adjusted of the 





















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 147.703 3 49.234 .589 .679° 
Residual 167.130 2 83.565 
..... Total 314.833 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, WorK experience influences very much, 















































9.087 7.132 1.024 1.274 .331 













Model Summa,Y·b I' -
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 






















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Method: EnterI 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of MeanI Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 98.551 3 32.850 .775 .606°
I Residual 84.783 2 42.391 
Total 183.333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 






U nstandardized Coefficie 
Coefficients nts 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) -65 .087 70.556 -.922 .454 
Work 
experience 










education 3.043 5.080 .450 .599 .610 
important 
for career 











Adjusted of the 















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
I b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 
I 




I Model ares df are F 
Regression 7.217 3 2.406 .017 
Residual 282.783 2 141.391 
I Total 290.000 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, I 















Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig. 















education .957 9.277 .112 .103 .927 
important 
for career 







Variables Adjusted of the 





















I· a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA1 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 135.478 3 45.159 1.543 .416b
I\ Residual 58.522 2 29.261 
Total 194.000 5 
, a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends {external) 
I b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 











Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 6.348 58.619 .108 .924 
Wor1< 
experience 











education -3.174 4.220 -.456 -.752 .530 
important 
for career 






Variables Adjusted of the 





















, a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
Regression 2.986 3 .995 .238 .865b 
Residual 8.348 2 4.174I 
I 
Total 11.333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 


























































Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
I b. Method: Enter 
i 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
' Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 20.609 3 6.870 1.463 .431b
I Residual 9.391 2 4.696 Total 30.000 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 









Model B Std. Error Beta t Slg. 
1 (Constant) 36.783 23.483 1.566 .258 
Wor'X 
experience 










education -3.391 1.691 -1.238 -2.006 .183 
important 
for career 









Variables Adjusted of the 





















a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 
d.All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 46.638 3 15.546 6.621 .134° 
Residual 4.696 2 2.348 
..... Total 51.333 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 



















































a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 






















a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Method: Enter 
C. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
uares df F 
8.833 3 2.944 1.472 
4.000 2 2.000 
1 5 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 

















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 




a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 




















education -2.000 1.103 -1.117 -1 .813 .212 
important 
for career 






















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 
d.All requested variables entered. 
df F 
3 1.463 
Residual 1.043 2 .522 
Total 5 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 


















-.783 .999 -.391 -.783 .515 
-.870 .564 -.802 -1.543 .263 
-1.130 .564 -1.238 -2.006 .183 






















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b.Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 
Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
df F 
3 1.064 
Residual 4.174 2 2.087 
Total 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very much, 




















-.435 1.998 -.121 -.218 .848 
-1.261 1.127 -.645 -1.119 .380 
-1.739 1.127 -1 .057 -1.543 .263 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
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Appendix 17 
Total Explanatory Power of the UK 
Model 
'a"r~:u::cion UK Respondents 





.464 .216 .041 5.4406 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 




a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 







-1 .017 .336 
Age .719 .463 .813 1.551 .155 
Length of 
position 
held -3.2E-02 .029 







a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
F 
2.121 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 







Age .413 .626 .322 .659 .526 
Length of 
position 
held 2.1E-02 .039 




Adjusted of the 
R R Estimate 
.330 .109 -.089 5.1506 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
F 
.551 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 






Age -.213 .439 -.272 -.486 .639 
Length of 
position 
held -3.3E-03 .027 -.068 -.122 .905 




Variables Adjusted of the 
Wodel Entered Removed R R Square R Square Estimate 
I Length of 
position 
held .582 .339 .192 3.2941 
(monrs).
Aaec. 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b.Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 
d.All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA• 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df -~uare F Sig. 
I Regression 50.007 2 25.004 2.304 .156b 
Residual 97.659 9 10.851 
Total 147.667 11 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 






llodel B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
(Constant) 31.659 14.420 2.196 .056 
Age -.554 .281 -.951 -1.975 .080 
Length of 
position 
2.0E-02 .017 .558 1.158 .277held 
.... (months) 





Variables of the 
Model Entered Removed R R uare Estimate 
1 Length of 
position 
held .273 .074 -.131 3.1094 
(monrs>. 
ec. 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model uares df uare F 
1 Regression 6.985 2 3.492 .361 
Residual 87.015 9 9.668 
Total 94.000 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 








-.425 -.747 .474 
6.4E-03 .016 .222 .389 .706 






.206 .043 -.170 2.2341 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
46.917 11 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 












.012 -.303 -.523 .614 





Adjusted of the 
R R Estimate 
.182 .033 -.182 .8620 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
F 
.154 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 







Age -.101 -.174 .866 
Length of 
position 







a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
F 
.678 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 







Age .188 .220 .398 .700 
Length of 
position 








a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
Residual 14.125 9 1.569 
15.000 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 








Age -4.7E-02 -.253 -.440 .670 
Length of 
position 
held 1.6E-04 .007 
.014 .024 .982 





Adjusted of the 
R R Estimate 
.353 .125 -.070 2.6763 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 







-.133 -.323 -.584 .574 




Adjusted of the 
R Estimate 
.095 .009 -.211 4.2968 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Length of position held (months), Age 
d. All requested variables entered. 
F 
.041 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 







-9.2E-02 -.149 -.252 .807 
6.4E-03 .023 .167 .283 .783 
ression 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 
d. All requested variables entered. 
F 
1.670 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 









6.246 2.929 .807 2.133 .070 
Parents 
had great -2.143 2.403 -.418 -.892 .402 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences 1.793 2.721 .350 .659 .531 
action 





















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 
d.All requested variables entered. 
F 
.646 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 








upbringing .192 2.898 .024 .066 .949 
by parents 
Background 
of Parents -5.603 5.081 
-.498 -1 .103 .307 
Parents 
had great -1 .588 4.170 -.213 -.381 .715 
influence 
Upbringing 




Variables Adjusted of the 
















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 69.003 4 17.251 .607 .671° 
Residual 198.997 7 28.428 
Total 268.000 11 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 






~de l B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 30.101 11 .855 2.539 .039 
Had strict 
upbringing .567 1.787 .114 .317 .760 
by parents 
Background 
-4.627 3.134 -.673 -1.476 .183
of Parents 
Parents 
had great 1.231 2.572 .270 .479 .647 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences -2.721 2.912 -.597 -.934 .381 
...._ action today 





Variables Adjusted of the 
















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 
d. All requested variables entered . 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 101.880 4 25.470 3.894 .057° 
Residual 45.787 7 6.541 
Total 147.667 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 






~ode I B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) -10.654 5.686 -1 .874 .103 
Had strict 
upbringing -1 .857 .857 -.505 -2.166 .067 
by parents 
Background 
3.013 1.503 .590 2.004 .085 
of Parents 
Parents 
had great .503 1.234 .149 .408 .696 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences 2.623 1.397 .776 1.878 .1 02 
~ actiontoday 





Variables Adjusted of the 
















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 20.735 4 5.184 .495 .741° 
Residual 73.265 7 10.466 
Total 94.000 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 






Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) -6.863 7.193 -.954 .372 
Had strict 
upbringing .204 1.084 .070 .188 .856 
by parents 
Background 
2.441 1.902 .599 1.284 .240 
of Parents 
Parents 
had great -1 .324 1.560 -.491 -.849 .424 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences 2.270 1.767 .841 1.285 .240 
r--- action today 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 





Residual 7 3.619 
Total 46.917 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 








upbringing -.582 .638 -.281 -.913 .392 
by parents 
Background 
of Parents 1.701 
1.118 .591 1.521 .172 
Parents 
had great .355 .918 .186 .387 .710 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences 1.119 1.039 .587 1.078 .317 
action 





Variables Adjusted of the 
















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig_. 
1 Regression 2.138 4 .534 .783 .571° 
Residual 4.779 7 .683 
Total 6.917 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing inflt~ences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 




Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
(Constant) 1.288 1.837 .701 .506 
Had strict 
upbringing .350 .277 .439 1.263 .247 
by parents 
Background 
-.492 .486 -.446 -1 .014 .344of Parents 
Parents 
hadgreat -.117 .399 -.160 -.293 .778 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences -9.7E-02 .451 -.132 -.215 .836 
r--_ action today 





Variables Adjusted of the 
















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 9.614 4 2.403 .414 .794° 
Residual 40.636 7 5.805 
Total 50.250 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influ,ences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 






~el B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) -1 .233 5.357 -.230 .825 
Had strict 
upbringing -.397 .808 -.185 -.492 .638 
by parents 
Background 
.557 1.416 .187 .394 .706
of Parents 
Parents 
had great .986 1.162 .500 .849 .424 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences -.255 1.316 -.129 -.193 .852 
t'--- action today 





Variables Adjusted of the 
















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 2.217 4 .554 .304 .867° 
Residual 12.783 7 1.826 
Total 15.000 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 






~del B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (Constant) -1 .413 3.005 -.470 .653 
Had strict 
upbringing .469 .453 .400 1.036 .335 
by parents 
Background 
.225 .794 .138 .283 .785
of Parents 
Parents 
had great -.253 .652 -.235 -.389 .709 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences .324 . 738 .300 .439 .674 
r-- action today 





















a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 




Residual 65.424 7 9.346 
Total 73.667 11 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 







upbringing -.835 1.025 -.322 -.815 .442 
by parents 
Background 
of Parents -.263 
1.797 -.073 -.146 .888 
Parents 
had great 1.030 1.4 75 .431 .699 .507 
influence 
Upbringing 



















Adjusted of the 
R Estimate 
.517 .267 -.152 4.1906 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 
of Parents, Parents had great influence 
d. All requested variables entered. 
F 
.637 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), Upbringing influences action today, Had strict upbringing by parents, Background 









upbringing .969 1.405 .247 .690 .513 
by parents 
Background 
of Parents -3.197 
2.463 -.588 -1 .298 .235 
Parents 
had great 1.321 2.021 .367 .653 .534 
influence 
Upbringing 
influences -2.150 2.288 -.597 -.940 .379 
action 













much, .611 .374 -.044 5.5794 
Universit 








a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
one of best in country, Still contact with friends from university 





a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 







r~ .... nts 
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
II (Constant) 12.497 11.576 1.080 .322 
University 












important -3.140 2.044 -.580 -1.537 .175 
for career 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
Model Summarya.b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 











much, .218 .047 -.588 10.6221 
Universit 









a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b.Method: Enter 
C. independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
one of best in country, Still contact with friends from university 




Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 33.748 4 8.437 .075 .98]0 
Residual 676.979 6 112.830 
Total 710.727 10 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 






Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 14.130 22.038 .641 .545 
University 












.373 3.891 .045 .096 .927important 
for career 






Variables Adjusted of the 











much, .558 .312 -.147 5.5447 
Universit 









a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
one of best in country, Still contact with friends from university 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA8 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 83.541 4 20.885 .679 .631b 
Residual 184.459 6 30.743 
Total 268.000 10 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 







Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 33.555 11.504 2.917 .027 
University 












important -1.222 2.031 -.238 -.602 .569 
for career 




Variables Adjusted of the 











much, .693 .481 .134 3.5306 
Universit 









a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
one of best in country, Still contact with friends from university 
d.All requested variables entered. 
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ANOVA• 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
I Regression 69.210 4 17.303 1.388 .342° 
Residual 74.790 6 12.465 
Total 144.000 10 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 






1\odel B Std. Error Beta Sig. 
(Constant) -3.084 7.325 -.421 .688 
University 












.849 1.293 .226 .656 .536important 
for career 





Variables Adjusted of the 











much, .761 .580 .299 2.5516 
Universit 









a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
one of best in country, Still contact with friends from university 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVA• 
Sum of Mean 
llodel Squares df Square F Si_g_. 
I Regression 53.846 4 13.462 2.068 .204° 
Residual 39.063 6 6.510 
Total 92.909 10 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 





















important -.671 .935 -.222 -.718 .500 
for career 














much, .284 .081 -.532 2.6181 
Universit 








a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
one of best in country, Still contact with friends from university 
d.All requested variables entered. 
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ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regress1on 3.602 4 .900 .131 .965b 
Residual 41 .126 6 6.854 
Total 44 .727 10 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Independent Vanables : (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 






\1odel B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
I (Constant) 3.941 5.432 .726 .495 
University 












-.177 .959 -.084 -.185 .860
important 
for career 





Variables Adjusted of the 











much . .476 .227 -.288 .9309 
Universit 









a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables : (Constant). 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
one of best in country. Still contact with friends from university 
d. All requ ested variables entered . 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 1.527 4 .382 .441 .776° 
Residual 5.200 6 .867 - Total 6.727 10 a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant). 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
one of best in country . Still contact with friends from university 
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Mode l B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) 2.346 1.931 1.215 .270 
Un1versity 













.341 -.344 -.821 .443 
for career 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
egres sion 
Model Su mma,Y·b 
Std . Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 











much, .703 .494 .157 2.0566 
Universit 








..._ un ivers itvc 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant) , 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, Univers ity 
one of best in country, Still contact with friends from univers ity 
d. All requested variables entered. 
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ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
~ode I Squares df Square F Sig. 
I Regress1on 24.804 4 6.201 1.466 .321° 
Res1dual 25.377 6 4.230 
Total 50 .182 10 
a. Dependent Vanable : Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Independent Vanables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 






1.1odel B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
I (Con stant) -6 .783 4.267 -1 .590 .163 
Univers ity 








one of best .463 .600 .284 .771 .470 
in country 
'Right 
un ivers ity ' 
1.164 .753 .524 1.546 .173
important 
for career 





Variables Adjusted of the 











much. .448 .200 -.333 1.4009 
Universit 









a. Dependent Variab le: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Method : Enter 
c. Independent Variables : (Constant) , 'Right university ' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
on e of best in country , Still contact w ith friends from un iversity 
d. All requested variables entered . 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
~o de I Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 2.952 4 .738 .376 .819° 
Residual 11 .775 6 1.963 
"'"' 
Total 14.727 10 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant) , 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much , University 































-.437 .600 -.340 -.728 
.685 .570 .580 1.202 
-.167 .409 -.189 -.408 
.254 .513 .211 .495 





























R R Square R Square 











a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
one of best in country, Still contact with friends from university 





Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regress ton 42.731 4 10.683 2.483 .153b 
Residual 25.815 6 4.302 
Total 68.545 10 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 






1~odel B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
(Constant) -5.552 4.303 -1.290 .245 
University 












2.1 90 .760 .844 2.882 .028 
important 
for career 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
!gression 
PaQe 37 
Model Summa~ · b 
Std. Error 
Vanables Adjusted of the 











much, .618 .382 -.030 4.0175 
Univers it 









a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Method : Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant) , 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 
one of best in country, Stil l contact with friends from university 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
~ode I Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regression 59.884 4 14.971 .928 .506° 
Residual 96.843 6 16.140 
Total 156.727 10 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), 'Right university' important for career, University influenced very much, University 









Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) 10.044 8.335 1.205 .274 
Untverstty 













1.471 .168 .448 .670 
for career 
a. Dependent Vanable : Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
egression 
~hool against Fields 
Model Summa,Y·b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 




















a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
·Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 
strict rules for punishment, School one of best in area 




Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regress1on 235.053 4 58 .763 3.932 .055° 
Residual 104.613 7 14.945 
Total 339 .667 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Independent Vanables: (Constant}, School influences actions today, 'Right school' i mportant for career, School had 






'11odel B Std . Error Beta t Sig. 
.1 (Constant) 14.168 6.191 2.288 .056 
School had 
stnct rules 













-.129 1.770 -.027 -.073 .944
actions 
today 





Vanables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant) , School influences actions today , 'Right school' important for career, School had 
stnct rules for punishment, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered . 
I 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
Regression 379 .636 4 94.909 1.974 
Residual 336.614 7 48 .088 
Total 716 .250 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 

































9.483 3.551 1.102 2.671 .032 
4.136 2.737 .637 1.511 .174 
-1 .882 4.387 -.141 -.429 .681 
-6.120 3.175 -.876 -1.927 .095 


























Std . Error 
Adjusted of the 
R R Square R Square Estimate 
.829 .688 .509 3.4586 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Method : Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant) , School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 
strict rules for punishment, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered . 
P~e~ l 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig_. 
1 Regress1on 184.265 4 46 .066 3.851 .058° 
Residual 83 .735 7 11 .962 
Total 268 .000 11 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' i mportant for career, School had 






Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 31 .770 5.539 5.735 .001 
School had 
strict rules 












.163 1.584 .038 .103 .921actions 
today 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
egression 





Variables Adjusted of the 










career, .588 .345 -.029 3.7162 
School 
had strict 







a. De pendent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Method : Enter 
c. Independen t Variables : (Constant) , School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 
stnct rules for pun ishment, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered . 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regression 50 .994 4 12.749 .923 .501b 
Residual 96 .672 7 13.810 
Total 147.667 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant) , School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 





U nstandardized Coefficie 
Coefficients nts 
Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig . 




1.903 -.886 -1 .820 .112 
punishment 
School one 




important for 2.886 





2.174 1.701 .685 1.278 .242 
today 




Variables Adjusted of the 





















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 
strict rules for punishment, School one of best in area 




Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regress1on 15.291 4 3.823 .340 .843° 
Residual 78.709 7 11 .244 
Total 94 .000 11 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' i mportant for career, School had 






Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) -1 .862 5.370 -.347 .739 
School had 
strict rules 













1.475 1.535 .583 .961 .369
actions 
.... today 





Variables Adjusted of the 





















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables : (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 
strict rules for punishment, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered . 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 23.872 4 5.968 1.813 .231b
I Residual 23.045 7 3.292 
~ Total 46 .917 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 







Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) 1.108 2.906 .381 .714 
School had 
strict rules 
-2.1 51 .929 -.976 -2.315 .054 for 
pun ishment 
School one 








1.925 .831 1.076 2.317 .054 actions 
today 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
~eg ression 
I Model Summary<l·b 
Std. Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 



















cd ........._ area · 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 
strict rules for punishment, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
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ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regression 1.682 4 .421 .562 .698° 
Residual 5.235 7 .748 
Total 6.917 11 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant) , School influences actions today, 'Right school' i mportant for career, School had 






Model B Std . Error Beta I Sig . 
1 (Constan t) .841 1.385 .607 .563 
School had 
strict rules 













.259 .396 .378 .655 .533 
actions 
today 






Variables Adjusted of the 





















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 
strict rules for punishment, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered . 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model ~qua res df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 21 .580 4 5.395 1.317 .351° 
Residual 28 .670 7 4.096 
Total 50.250 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 







Model 8 Std . Error Beta t Sig. 




-1 .534 1.036 -.673 -1.481 .182 
punishment 
School one 










1.019 .927 .551 1.100 .308 
today 




Variables Adjusted of the 



















cd ,......_ area · 
a.Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 
strict rules for punishment, School one of best in area 
d.All requested variables entered. 
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AN OVA~ 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regress1on 3.132 4 .783 .462 .762° 
Residual 11 .868 7 1.695 
Total 15.000 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' i mportant for career, School had 






Model B Std . Error Beta t Si~ 
1 (Con stant) 1.380 2.085 .662 .529 
School had 
strict ru les 













.153 .596 .152 .257 .804 
actions 
today 






Variables Adjusted of the 





















a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Method : Enter 
c. Independent Variables : (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 
strict rules for punishment, School one of best in area 
d. Al l requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 21 .335 4 5.334 .713 .608b 
Residual 52 .332 7 7.476 
Total 73 .667 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 







Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) 2.225 4.379 .508 .627 
School had 
strict rules 
for .141 1.400 .051 .101 .922 
punishment 
School one 




important for 1.570 





-.746 1.252 -.333 -.596 .570 
tod~ 




Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' important for career, School had 
strict rules for punishment, School one of best in area 
d. All requested variables entered. 
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ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regress1on 28 .447 4 7.1 12 .358 .831° 
Residual 139.220 7 19.889 
Total 167.667 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), School influences actions today, 'Right school' i mportant for career, School had 






Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) 3.327 7.142 .466 .656 
School had 
strict rules 
1.368 2.284 .329 .599 .568for 
pun ishment 
School one 









-.175 2.042 -.052 -.086 .934 
actions 
today 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
~egression 




Variables Adjusted of the 





















a. Dependent Va ri able: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much, Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered . 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regress ion 88 .209 3 29.403 .935 .467b 
Residual 251.458 8 31.432 
Total 339 .667 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Board Members 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant) , High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very I 








Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) 59 .831 30.336 1.972 .084 
Work 
experience 










education -4 .186 3.173 -.706 -1 .319 .224 
important 
for career 




Variables Adjusted of the 






















cd .._ degrees · 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much, Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
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ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regress1on 33 .987 3 11 .329 .133 .938b 
Residual 682 .263 8 85.283 
Total 716.250 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Shareholders 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 






Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) 13.305 49 .969 .266 .797 
Work 
experience 











education 1.636 5.227 .190 .313 .762 
important 
for career 






Variables Adjusted of the 





















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Method : Enter 
c. Independent Variables : (Constant) , High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much, Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered . 
ANOVA3 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regression 36 .347 3 12.116 .418 .745b 
Residual 231 .653 8 28.957 
Total 268 .000 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Employees 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant) , High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 





Model B Std. Error 
1 (Constant) 31 .288 29.117 
Work 
experience 






















.1 01 .259 .802 
-.545 -1.029 .333 
-.472 -.815 .439 



























Adjusted of the 
R R Square R Square Estimate 
.143 .020 - .347 4.2525 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant}, High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much, Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
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ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regress1on 2.999 3 1.000 .055 .982° 
Residual 144.668 8 18.083 
Total 147.667 11 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (internal) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 






Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) -5 .725 23.010 -.249 .810 
Work 
experience 










education .622 2.407 .159 .258 .803 
important 
for career 






Variables Adjusted of the 
























a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Method : Enter 
c. Independent Variab les : (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much, Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variab les entered . 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regression 10.286 3 3.429 .328 .806b 
Res idual 83 .714 8 10.464 
Total 94.000 11 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Business Friends (external) 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 








Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) 3.041 17.503 .1 74 .866 
Work 
experience 










education -.315 1.831 -.101 - .172 .868 
important 
for career 




Variables Adjusted of the 























a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much, Work experience is more important than degrees 
























a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Competitors 
[ b. Independent Variables: (Constant) , High level of education important for career. Work experience influences very 






Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) 14.478 10.288 1.407 .197 
Work 
experience 











education -.454 1.076 -.206 -.422 .684 
important 
for career 





Variables Adjusted of the 




















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables : (Constant). High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much, Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig., Regression 1.351 3 .450 .647 .606° 
Residual 5.566 8 .696 
Total 6.917 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 








Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig . 















education -3.4E-03 .472 -.004 -.007 .994 
important 
for career 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Professional Institutes 
Regression 
Model Summary<l·b 
Std . Error 
Variables Adjusted of the 























a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much, Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
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ANOVA• 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regress1on 8.896 3 2.965 .574 .648° 
Residual 41 .354 8 5.169 
Total 50 .250 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Industry Groups 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 






Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig_. 
1 (Constant) -13.681 12.302 - 1.112 .298 
Work 
experience 











education 1.531 1.287 .671 1.189 .268 
important 
for career 





Variables Adjusted of the 





















a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capita l invested in the Arts 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables : (Constant), High leve l of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much , Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All req uested variables entered . 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 3.320 3 1.107 .758 .548b 
Residual 11 .680 8 1.460 
Total 15.000 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in the Arts 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant) , High level of education important for career, Wo rk experience influences very 





Model 8 Std. Error 
(Constant) -9 .146 6.538 
Work 
experience 

















































R R Square R Square 










a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much, Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered. 
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ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regress1on 18.236 3 6.079 .877 .492° 
Residual 55.431 8 6.929 
Total 73 .667 11 
a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Environmental Groups 
b. Independent Variables : (Constant) , High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 






Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig . 
1 (Constant) -16 .539 14.243 -1.161 .279 
Work 
experience 










education 1.427 1.490 .517 .958 .366 
important 
for career 





Variables Adjusted of the 





















a. Dependent Variable : Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Method: Enter 
c. Independent Variables : (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 
much, Work experience is more important than degrees 
d. All requested variables entered . 
ANOVAa 
Sum of Mean 
Model Squares df Square F Sig . 
1 Regression 29.811 3 9.937 .577 . 646b 
Residual 137.856 8 17.232 
Total 167.667 11 
a. Dependent Variable: Sum of Capital invested in Charity/Society 
b. Independent Variables: (Constant), High level of education important for career, Work experience influences very 







Model B Std . Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) -15.593 22.461 -.694 .507 
Work 
experience 










education 1.347 2.349 .324 .574 .582 
important 
for career 




Matrix Social Dimensions - Capital 
Investment German Respondents 
Rei BOD Know BOD Man BOD Word BOD 
University influenced very much 
Still contact with friends from Uni 
University best in country 
Right' University important 
Hi hest academic title held 
School had stnct rules for punishment 
School best in area 
School influences actions today 
Right' school important 
Private/State school 
0.98 
Rep BOD Repr BOD Rei SH Know SH Mon SH Word SH Rep SH Repr SH 
0.844 0.82 
Know Empl Man Empl Word Empl Rep Empl Repr Empl Rei BF I Know BF I Man BF I Word BF I 
-0 .845 
Rep BF I Repr BF I Rei BF E Know BF E Man BF E Word BF E Rep BF E Repr BF E 
Rei Camp Know Camp Man Camp Rep Camp Repr Camp Rei Prof Know Prof Man Prof 





Know Arts Man Arts Word Arts Rep Arts Repr Arts Rei Env Know Env Man Env Word Env 
0.98 
Rep Env Repr Env Rei Char Know Char Mon Char Word Char Rep Char Repr Char 
Appendix 19 
Matrix Social Dimensions - Capital 
Investment UK Respondents 
Rei Env Mon Env Repr Env Sum Env Know Env 
Age -0.585 -0.586 -0.595 
Len th of Position held 
0.616 0.725 0.722 0.591 0.593 
School had str ict ru les for punishment 
School best in area 
School influences actions today 
Right' school important 
Private/State school 
-0.592 
Sum lnd Word lnd Rei lnd Repr lnd Word BOD Repr BOD Mon BOD Rep BOD 
0.66 
0.729 




0.591 0.616 -0.842 -0 .616 
-0 .591 -0 .63 
Know Empl Rei Char Man Char Word Char Sum Char Rep SF I Man SF I Repr SF I 
0.616 
Sum SF I 
Appendix 20 
Matrix Social Dimensions - Social 
Dimensions German Respondents 
Age Length Upbringing 
Upbringing Influences 
School had strict rules for punishment 
School best in area 
School influences actions today 
Right' school important 
Private/State school 
Parents Background University Still University Right' Highest 




School School Right' Private/ Work more High level Highest 
Best Influences School State Important Education Non Acad 










Matrix Social Dimensions - Social 
Dimensions UK Respondents 
Age Length Upbringing Parents Background Still University 
Upbringing Influences Influence Parents Contact Best 
University influenced very much 
Still contact with friends from Uni 
University best in country 
Right' University important 
Hiahest academic title held 
School had strict rules for punishment 
School best in area 
School influences actions today 
Right' school important 
Private/State school 
Highest Academic Title Held : Inverse Interpretation (reverse scale 1 =highest) 
Right' Highest School School Right' Private/ Work more High level Highest 
University Academic Best Influences School State Important Education Non Acad 
0.866 
